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THESJS STATEyEMT 

A true, natural symbiosis only exists in nature when every animal and 
plant form complement each others' biology. Today's cities are examples 
of an ecology represented by the present technologies developed by man. 
These man-created forms of nature should be structured to coexist with 
the more complex ecologies established long before man's intervention. 
The city, (especially downtown), should become a testimonial to future 
generations of what is yet to come; that which is good. Downtown 
settings are positive places for displays of nature to occur, because the 
cold, hard, man-built structures and the warm, soft, God-given ecology 
would coexist in a symbiosis which would complement the very 
psychological and physical needs of man and nature. 

The recentralization process of older cities is enevitable. We as 
humanitarians should capitalize upon this developmental opportunity to 
promote areas lavishly rich in natural animal and plant life to help regain 
the former relationships of nature which are lacking in our downtown 
areas. These downtown areas are usually rich in historical content and 
have much to contribute to the character association towards the regions 
they represent. The re-introduction of natural ecology to these older, 
downtown settings generates a romantic quality within the dense urban 
areas in which they are nestled, and helps to spark activity upon these 
areas; most of which are currently falling into a state of disuse. These 
elements of revitalization are prime aspects in today's society where 
elegant landscapes are worth millions of dollars, and barren wasteland is 
available for little money. I beleive that planting 'oasis' settings within 
these older, urban areas provides an opportunity to help formulate a true 
coexistance between man-developed and God-given ecologies. These 
settings would also provide a healthy atmosphere for speculative business 
venture, and should help to eliminate blight within the most culturally 
rich areas within a region. 

points 
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PHILOSOPMICAL/THEOKETICAL OASJS 

I formulated my thesis with a bias toward Ad-Hoc, Biomechanic, and 
Romantic analogy theories. Every town should have an area where one can 
identify cetain characteristic images which convey an associationalism 
towards the surrounding region. Urban settings should be statements of 
what is good to come to future generations. I also believe that first 
intuitions are usually the right ones - which is why I lean heavily upon 
eariy beginning settlements of a region. Early structures in West Texas; 
dug-outs, sod-roofed homes, adobe-walled homes with thatched roofs, and 
even Texas Tech's first buildings of a Spanish Renaissance style all have 
practical purposes within this climate and region. The Metro Tower, 
Pyramid Plaza, Coleman Hall, the Architecture building, etc., contribute 
very little towards the quality of life, which is why I am rebelling against 
these building types and proposing to plant a seed where, I hope, one needs 
to be planted the most. 

PRIMCIPAL ISSUED 

As Lubbock grows, there will someday arise aspirations towards 
revitalizing the historic qualities of this city, if this has not begun 
already. This revitalization will hopefully give character and identity to 
The South Plains region. My hopes and aspirations are to give associations 
with Lubbock as an oasis (an original stopping point for travellers), and 
to create opportunities for cultural events and positive leisurely 
recreation within the decaying downtown area. I personally feel that 
Lubbock should have outgrown the escapade of "cruising the Sonic" long 
ago, but it hasn't. People have few places to enjoy leisure time for little 
expense, which is probably why Lubbock has 7-8 golf courses Golf 
courses unfortunately provide little opportunity for casual romance and 
young playfulness due to their groomed qualities of being a competitive 
sport. I beleive that planting this seed within the downtown setting will 
serve more people with aspects of heritage, casual gathering, civic pride, 
and specula ive business venture. It will also be an early start to what 
will enevitably happen - the reinforcement of historical Broadway 
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1. A condition within downtown Lubbock which promotes the cutural 
heritages of the original settlers, as well as the present Inhabitants, 
of the South Plains. 

2, A condition within downtown Lubbock which is a statement to 
the worid of a growing need for re-establishing natural ecology 
within dense uriDan man-made settings. 

3o A condition within downtown which promotes the well being of the 
people of the South Plains, and gives a new character association to 
the Central Business District of Lubbock. 

4. A condition within downtown which capitalizes upon existing barren 
and blighted areas and utilizes these areas for developing a 
man-created oasis attraction for the people of the South Plains. 

5. A condition within downtown which establishes a niche for the local 
flora and fauna of the West Texas region to further enhance a regional 
associationalism to the developed area within the CBD of Lubbock. 

6. A condition within downtown which establishes support activities 
for present businesses within the CBD, and provides additional 
incentives for cultivating activity which currently take place within 
the suburiDS of Lubbock. 

7. A condition within downtown which encourages speculative business 

venture in areas which are presently in a state of decay-

So A condition within downtown that establishes an activity node to the 
south of the Lubbock Memorial Civic Center, and to the north of 
downtown Broadway; promoting the extension of historical Broadway 
from University Avenue into the CBD area, and encouraging public use 
of the Civic Center and downtown areas. 

9. A condition within downtown which provides a setting for casual, 
leisurely activities for the people of the South Plains, daily 
activities for persons residing at the Pioneer Retirement Hotel and 
creative activities for preschool children whose parents work within 
the CBD. 

10. A condition within downtown which creates a symbiosis between 
God-given natural ecology and man-made structures. 
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OBJECTIVES 
1 To develope a 9.64 acre site within Lubbock's CBD (bounded by 9th 
• street on the north. Main street on the south, Avenue K on the east and 

Avenue O on the west), into a pedestrian shopping mall. 

2 To develope 15.500 sq. ft. within the pedestrian mall as an oasis 
attraction for the South Plains containing a West Texas Museum, a 
12,500 sq. ft. botanical garden and a 850 sq. ft. aquarium feature. 

3. To develope 100,000 sq. ft. of leasable shopping space within the mall 
including informal dining, clothing, gifts, an ice cream parior and 
other shops to attract speculative business venture to the CBD area. 

4. To develope 10,000 sq. ft. of space within the mall into an arts and 
crafts shop and a day care facility which will act as an activity 
generator for the elderly who live presently adjacent to the site, as 
well as, preschool children whose parents work within the CBD area. 

5. To develope 15,000 sq. ft. of space within the mall as a theater and 
formal dining space to generate activity after 5pm within the CBD. 

6. To establish building ordinances which restrict construction within 
the mall towards a Spanish Revival character, reinforcing previously 
established elements along the Broadway and Texas Tech areas. 

7. To schedule annual meetings of the owners of the businesses within 
the mall to generate constructive feedback as to the positive and 
negative aspects of the mall, and to refine the mall in accordance 
with the needs which are established in these meetings. 

8. To establish 5,000 sq. ft. of local, native vegetation within the oasis 
botanical feature to induce a positive associationalism with Lubbock 
for persons living within the South Plains, as well as, persons 
visiting this city along the future 1-27 corridor. 

9. To give tax incentives to businesses which locate within, and 
adjacent to, the mall; encouraging business venture within the 
decaying CBD area of Lubbock. 

10. To provide for the 1,200 parking spaces which presently exist on the 
site, and to provide an additional 650 parking spaces within a 
260,000 sq. ft. partying garage, for persons using the mall and 
adjacent, existing businesses. 
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BACKQROUMD SUI« 

My philosophical and theoretical basis" encouraged me to derive some 
important appTcations from the early settlers of Lubbock m terms of: 

(1) a reason for their settling here. ^.^^«„* 
2 early building typologies and applications towards the present̂  
3 interesting aspects of Lubbock and the imagenes which may be 

extracted from these aspects help to generate a character for the 
South Plains within the proposed mall. 
Important implications of the brief history are that: (1) Lubbock 

became a town due to its qualities as a stopping point for travelers. Fresh 
water from the Yellow House anomoly supplied travelers and Indians with 
the precious water they needed to survive; thus Lubbock can be perceived 
as an oasis. (2) The early building types were practical not only for 
environmental reasons but, also as a character generator for the South 
Plains. Texas Tech's early buildings of a Spanish Renaissance style give a 
certain charm to the western beginning of the Broadway corridor; also 
relevant because this style has biomechanically evolved in a climate 
similar to Lubbock's. (3) Indians and Spanish explorers both have left 
many relics which are found along Yellow House Canyon area, and even in 
the present CBD of Lubbock. Important archeological findings within the 
Lubbock Lake Site also contribute to an understanding of Lubbock as being 
an early place of congregation. 

Lubbock is in a region with a semi-arid climate. This region usually 
receives little rainfall and experiences strong winds in the early spring, 
oftentimes bringing dust. The percentage of possible sunshine is high 
(80%). Snow and ice pose little threats. The soil consists of a sandy loam 
and the water table is continually being lowered due to the numerous 
wells for irrigation. Topography becomes important when it rains due a 
high rate of mnoff, causing periodic flooding. Vegetation which thrives in 
this climate tends to have long tap roots, and should be clustered to 
optimize water usage and prevent wind damage. 

Lubbock's trade area covers a vast area of Texas and New Mexico, 
though this region is comparably sparse in poulation due to its relation to 
agribusiness. Texas Tech University is a fundamental attraction for 
Lubbock, not only for education but for sports as well." Lubbock's median 
age is 23.5 years - lower than most cities, indicating a high percentage of 
college students,(about 17%). Other strong attractions to Lubbock are the 
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South Plains Mall and various medical complexes, which attract people 
from the outlying areas. Lubbock's growth rate is slightly higher than that 
of the average U.S. city, and the current population is expected to double by 
the year 2005. The level of poverty is slightly higher than most U.S. 
cities, but the cost of living is lower. Rapid increases are in the Spanish 
portion of the population of Lubbock, with a slight decrease In the black 
population. Anglo growth rates seem to remain steady. Social concerns 
toward the CBD are generally negative, while Broadway receives praise as 
the historical corridor for Lubbock. People within Lubbock prefer to shop 
within a mall situation, probably due to the harsh weather conditions, and 
the numerous unattractive shopping 'squares' which have popped up in the 
southwest suburbs of Lubbock. People of the South Plains view the CBD as 
lacking in character and prefer underground utilities in newer 
developments. These people regard the Texas Tech Campus as a major 
attraction for visitors to the South Plains, yet the Amarillo Highway 
presents a run down image, although this is the area they are most likely 
to see when passing through Lubbock. 
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF LUOOOCK'S EARLY BEGDMMIMGS 

The first people to live within the present city limits of Lubbock 
were a sturdy race of hunters who camped from time to time beside the 
Lubbock Lake Site from three thousand to twenty thousand years before 
Christ. The site is located just northwest of Loop 289 and North 
University, where Yellow House Canyon makes a sharp bend. It was fed by 
springs on the west side, which kept the lake at a constant level. A 
stream of cold, clear water ran a foot deep and a dozen feet wide all the 
way down the course of the canyon, which was referred to by buffalo 
hunters as the "headwaters of the Brazos".^ A number of extinct animal 
skeletons along with Indian projectile points have been found in recent 
years which indicate that this area was used by Indians as a camping and 
bison killing/butchering locale. 

The first Europeans to gaze upon the grass-covered plains of Lubbock 
County and to visit Lubbock Lake were the Spanish explorers. An account 
of one of the men in Coronado's army states that they travelled "one 
hundred and fifty leagues; one hundred to the east and fifty to the south"^ 
of the present city of Sante Fe, which would fall within the present city 
limits of Lubbock. The chroniclers frequently mentioned the lakes of the 
South Plains. 'They were as round as plates, some fresh and some salty."^ 
The junction of the two forks of the Yellow House Canyon in what is now 
Mackenzie Park became a well-known landmark known as La Punto de Agua 
or place of water, and so labeled on early Spanish maps. Canon Casa 
Amarillas, (Yellow House Canyon) took its name from a place where there 
was a spring several miles west of present Whitharrel in Hockley County. 
The cliffs there were of a yellowish hue, and when seen from certain 
distant points through a mirage, resembled the walls of the great city, 
hence "Yellow Houses". Several pots, daggers, spurs, stirrups, swords and 
other items of Spanish origin have been found near Lubbock which give 
testimony of Spanish familiarity with the Lubbock area during the 1600's 
and 1700's. 

Several professional buffalo hunters entered Texas from the north in 
1873. They were hunting outfits operating from Dodge City, and crossed 
into the Northern Panhandle of Texas in violation of the Medicine Lodge 
Treaty, an agreement which reserved this region as an Indian hunting 
ground. These hunters occupied Yellow House Canyon during this period and 
built half dugouts along its rim. The winters of 1877-1878 and 
1878-1879 witnessed the destruction of the main herd on the South 
Plains, and buffalo hunting as an organized enterprise soon came to an end. 

The first white settlement in Lubbock County, and In fact on the High 
Plains was made in the northeast part of the county In 1879 under the 
leadership of Paris Cox, a Quaker. Another Quaker, George Singer also 
arnved with his family, built an adobe house, and opened Singer's Store 
near the north fork of Yellow House Canyon. 
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The Western Land and Live Stock Company, out of Fort Worth, also 
established a ranch operation in Lubbock County at this same time. They 
decided Yellow House Canyon was also the best place to establish their 
headquarters, and set up a small house at a spring a short distance west of 
the entrance to the present Buffalo Lake reservation. They erected a four 
wire fence which extended from Hockley County line along what is now 
19th street to the Crosby County line. In all, a hundred miles of fence 
were built at a cost of $150 per mile. The north parts of the middle and 
east pastures were watered by Yellow House Canyon, and the south 
pastures had to be watered by windmills. Nearly all of the directors of the 
Western Land and Live Stock Company lived in Iowa, thus they adopted lOA 
as their brand. The company came to disaster In 1901, due to drought, the 
drop of cattle prices, and the intense blizzards which killed many cattle. 

The beginnings of the town of Lubbock stem from two small 
settlements that later consolidated to form the town that now bears this 
name. Fives miles northwest of the present city of Lubbock there is a 
stone marker commemorating a famous pioneer settlement that became 
known as Singer's Store, established in 1882. The store catered to the 
early buffalo hunters and later to the cowboys of this region. This store 
was a small shack located near a spring that issued from a bank in the 
canyon. Singer's Store was the first business and post office to be located 
within the present limits of Lubbock County. According to Mrs. Hadley 
Lewis, Mrs. Singer's sister, Mr. Singer became known as "the most 
well-liked, popular old scat ever known".̂  Cowboys knew exactly where to 
go as they approached this "pioneer oasis" in the Yellow House Canyon. The 
first religious service ever held in Lubbock County was held at Singer's 
Store. 

By the year 1890, new settlers arrived in this vicinity, most of them 
pitching their tents along the rim of the Yellow House Canyon, east of 
Singer's Store. Judge W.D. Crump and his wife, F.E. Wheelock, J.K. Millwee, 
G.C. Wolfforth, Rollie Burns, and a few other cowboys, almost all of them 
bachelors, eventually laid out a town they called Lubbock, named in honor 
of Thomas S. Lubbock, an officer in the Confederate Army, and brother of 
Frank R. Lubbock, the Civil War governor of Texas, In the summer of 1890. 
By the year 1891 this town, led by Wheelock, was able to boast of 
thirty-seven buildings, including a rather pretentious hotel of about 
eighteen rooms, built by Wheelock. The population is said to have been 
fifty. 

In the early part of the year 1890, vigorous competition broke out 
between the two towns of Carlisle(Singer's Store), and Lubbock. The two 
towns were of equal size and importance, and bitter feelings were 
engendered between the two promoters, Rayner and Wheelock. The two 
promoters soon agreed upon and secured Section 11, Block 0, upon which 
downtown Lubbock is now located. Rayner and Wheelock paid two dollars 
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an acre for this land and made a joint deed to the property. The men then 
gave to each citizen in the new town an equal amount of land to which they 
had previously owned in the old settlements, and bore the costs of moving 
the houses from the respective townsites to the new town. The present 
city of Lubbock had begun. The hotel which was reconstructed at the 
corner of Broadway and Avenue H. and named the New Nicolett, quickly 
became the "social center" of the new town."* Several stores were soon 
constructed along Broadway, mainly on the south side of the current 
courthouse square. Businesses dealing in clothing, blacksmithing, livery, 
groceries and ranch supplies catered to the needs of the first citizens of 
Lubbock. 

One of the major problems of the early settlers was that of obtaining 
water. This problem explains why the military trails crossed at the old 
spring northwest of Lubbock, and why Singer's Store was placed at that 
point. It also explains why both of the early rival towns were placed near 
the canyon. One of the earliest copies of Lubbock's new newspaper 
contains a contract to erect a windmill in front of the courthouse square, 
which typified the general concern for the availability of water. Early 
Spanish explorations and even earlier Indian activities indicate that 
Lubbock really developed as the oasis of the South Plains. 

LOBiOCK AS AM OASIS 

Lubbock certainly became a town due to its popularity as a "watering 
hole". Buffalo Springs, now Buffalo Springs Lake, has a current discharge 
of 3.3 cubic feet/second, which is fairly subtantial for a natural spring in 
this region of Texas. In 1945, the springs was used to feed a swimming 
pool and bath house. The Yellow House Canyon springs are presently not 
flowing due to the drilling of local wells that have depleted their sources, 
but were important attractions to the early settlers. 

The Ogallala aquifer spans under many states and stretches across 
about one quarter of Texas, primarily the northwestern part of the state, 
including Lubbock County. This aquifer has only 9 springs with a discharge 
of over 1 cubic feet of water/second in Texas. In contrast, the Edwards 
aquifer, underneath the Austin and San Marcos region of Texas, boasts 110 
spnngs of this caliber, which encourages such outdoor activities as 
swimming, sun bathing and scuba-diving. The sparcity of springs in the 
South Plains region certainly encouraged early settlers to inhabit areas 
where spnngs were to be found. Such cities in West Texas are Roaring 
Spnngs, Crosbyton and Lubbock. Thus the concept of Lubbock as an "oasis" 
of the South Plains was an early one. 
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CUMATE 

Temperature of Lubbock: Mean Annual Temperature - 60.2 degrees 

Monthly Range 38 - 84 degrees 

Warmest Months - June, July, August 

July's normal daily maximum - 92 degrees 

Record High -110 degrees in June, 1977 

Coldest Months - December and Januaiy 

January's normal daily minimum - 25.4 degrees 

Record Low -16 degrees below 0 in Jan. of 1963 

Mean Daily Maximum Temperature 

1. Annually 74 - 75 degrees 

2. Monthly 54 - 93 degrees 

Mean Daily Minimum Temperature 

1. Annually 45 - 46 degrees 

2. Monthly 26 - 66 degrees 

Average Minimum Days 

1. 32 degrees and below - 99 days 

2. 0 degrees and below -1 day 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

MONTHLY AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
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Precipitation: Monthly Average Precipitation 

January - .55 inches July - 2.33 inches 

February - .50 inches August -1.87 inches 

March - .89 inches September - 2.19 inches 

April -1.08 inches October - 2.05 inches 

May - 3.17 inches November - .49 inches 

June - 2.78 inches December - .61 inches 

Mean Number of Days 

1. precipitation - .01 or more - 59 days 

2. snow/ice - 3 days 

3. thunderstorms - 45 days 

4. heavy fog -16 days 

Annual 

1. normal average -17.67 inches 

2. average (recent years) -18.23 inches 

3. average days with .10 inches - 31 

4. average days with .50 inches -10 

Maximums 

1. in 24 hours-5.14 inches 

2. in one month - 7.87 inches 

Snow 

1. between 0 and 24 inches annually 

2. maximum in one month -16.8 inches 

3. maximum in 24 hours - 8 inches 
Humidity: Relative 

1. average monthly 33% - 78% 

2. mean annual 

hour-12p.m. 6a.m. I2a.m 6p.m. 

R.H. - 63% 74% 46% 41% 
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Wind: 

on 
o 
cm 
LU a. 

Averages 

1. nonrial mean wind speed -13 mph. 

2. prevailing direction - south 

3. directional range - WSW/SWS/S 

Peaks 

1. strong continuous occur frequently in 

the spring, often times above 30 mph. 

2. tornadoes are sighted (3 - 4) annually 

within the Lubbock vicinity. 
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Averages 

1. percentage of possible sunshine - 80% 

2. low percentage - January 

3. high percentage - August 

Normal Average Heating Degree Days - 3545 
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PRECIPITATION IN INCHES 
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THE SOILS OF LUBBOGX 

The soil within the proposed site is classified as urban land soW. 
Urban land soil consists of works, structures and disturbed areas that 
have altered or obscured the soil so that classification is not practical. It 
is 75 - 90% office buildings, retail stores, warehouses, streets, parking 
lots, sidewalks, paved alleys and railroads. Most areas of uncovered soil 
are severely altered. In some areas the soil has been hauled in so that 
ornamental vegetation can be established and maintained. 

Soils adjacent to the proposed slte(300 feet to the west) are 
classified as Acuff Urban Land soW complex with 0 - 2% slopes. Acuff 
soils are deep. The surface layer is friable, neutral, brown loam about 12 
inches thick. From 12-28 inches is friable, milky alkaline, reddish brown 
sandy clay loam. From 28 - 38 inches Is friable, moderately alkaline, 
yellowish red sandy clay loam. From 38 - 58 inches is friable, moderately 
alkaline, pink sandy clay loam that is about 40% by volume calcium 
carbonate. From 58 - 80 inches Is friable, moderately alkaline, light 
reddish brown sandy clay loam that is about 15% by volume calcium 
carbonate. Acuff soils are well drained and are high in natural fertility. 
Surface runoff is high because the works and structures shed most of the 
precipitation. Permeability is moderate, and available water capacity is 
high. 

The potential of Acuff soils is high for most urban and residential 
use. These soils are corrosive to uncoated steel and have low strength, 
but these limitations can be easily overcome by good design and careful 
installation. The potential is high for recreational use. 
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TME WATER TABLE OF LUBBOCK 

The following information is derived from a driller's log from the 
Dupre Lake Site(see map below)east of Lubbock. Studies of this site were 
initiated to learn about the lithologic characteristics of a water recharge 
well into the Ogallala Aquifer. 

DEFFH 

10 feet 
30 feet 
50 feet 
70 feet 
80 feet 

100 feet 
120 feet 

caliche 
sandy clay 
sandstone 
course sand 
small gravel 
brown clay 
sandy clay 

29% 
28% 
35% 
38% 
37% 
34% 

no record 

Water is available within the 70 - 80 foot range where the porosity 
of the soil is high. Water within the city, however will probably not 
remain as pure as water from wells outside the city limits due to the 
amount of pollutants found in urban runoff water. 

Flf. 4. Ogailaia recharge research sites. 
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THE TOPOGRAPHY OF LUBBOCK 

WATER RUMOFF 
The topography of Lubbock is relatively flat with most drainage 

occuring towards Playa Lakes or canyon areas. During periodic flooding 
due to severe rains, drainage is slow because of few existing storm 
sewers and little varience of topography within the city. Flooding 
sometimes becomes a problem within areas located near the lakes such as 
Maxey Park and Leroy Elmore Park, which may overflow into the streets 
and occasionally into a dwelling or two. Ordinance 6353 of the City of 
Lubbock provides development requirements for Playa Lakes. The 
ordinance states that the City Council has determined that new structures 
should not be built below the high water level of the Playa Lakes and that 
storm water drainage areas be maintained. The Playa Lakes are lush areas 
with rich vegetation and wildlife (especially ducks, geese and other 
waterfowl), and become areas where Lubbock residents may celebrate the 
existance of water. 

ENURANCES TO BUDLDiN© 
The city block divisions themselves are from 6" -14" above street 

level. Water is diverted from building entrances by alleys, parking areas 
and channels which run across streets to spots of lower elevation. 
Building entrances are usually safe from flooding even under severe 
conditions. 
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VEQETATIOM 

Native vegetation for the Lubbock region is dictated by the lack of 
available water and quick runoff and drainage characteristics of the soils. 
Torrential rains wash the finer soil particles down into the lower valleys 
and basins, making these areas richer in minerals for plant growth. 
Agaves and some Yuccas prefer the coarser, well drained areas along with 
Prickly Pear. Wolfberry, Mesquite and Creosote shrubs and trees preside in 
silty soils where subsurface water is available during much of the year. 
The bottomlands, fed by watercourses, provide niches for Cottonwood 
trees, salt ceders, saltbush and other low lying shrubs. 

Red Oak Honeylocust, Willow, Mullberry, Elm trees, and grapevines 
and numerous shrubs are all introduced species which withstand the West 
Texas climate very well. 
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Lubbock serves as the "hub" of the South Plains region which includes 
15 counties in the South Plains Association of Government (S.P.A.G.) and 
eleven counties In West Texas and Eastern New Mexico. This region is 
strongly dependent on Lubbock for its manufacturing and trade, both retail 
and wholesale. Primarily, Lubbock is an agricultural center because 90% 
of the South Plains' economy is related to agriculture and agribusiness. 
Thirty percent of the nation's sorgum is from this area, as well as, fifteen 
percent of the nation's cotton crop. Lubbock has the primary diversified 
economic base for the South Plains region, which is necessary for the 
continued growth and survival of this area. Lubbock serves the South 
Plains through its education, retail and wholesale trade, services and 
industry. 

Lubbock has greatly benefited from the establishment of its 
educational services. Texas Tech University Is a key factor in the 
continued development of Lubbock, with a student population of 
approximately 25,000 and a faculty of around 4,000. It is the third largest 
state supported university in Texas, with an estimated annual budget of 
$80 million. Lubbock Christian College, a four year college opened in 
1957, has approximately 1,700 students. 

Lubbock also serves as the primary source of medical services for the 
South Plains region. Lubbock has seven hospitals which contain over 1,800 
beds, served by approximately 400 physicians. There are over ten 
treatment clinics, and several classes for medical technicians run by 
Methodist and Lubbock General Hospital, with two accredited, registered 
and vocational nurse's schools. There are also several homes for the 
elderly. 

The South Plains Mall is one of many regional shopping centers for 
retail trade. In 1977, retail establishments employed approximately 
15,000 people, with sales around $800 million. In this same year there 
were 1,805 wholesale establishments with sales of approximate $780 
million. 

Lubbock offers many attractions as a cultural center for the South 
Plains. Lubbock Memorial Civic Center, completed in 1976, at a cost of 
$22.7 million, created an estimated $82 million in income to the local 
economy in 1978. Another facility for conventions is the Lubbock 
Municipal Coliseum and Auditorium, which can seat up to 10,000 people. 
Southwest Conference and local sports events in football, baseball, and 
basketball attract many sports fans to Lubbock also. 
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POPULATJOM 

city of Lubbock, making it the 8th largesx ciiy in i 
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percentage of Spanish-American people has '^eased from 9 /o to 16 /ô  

prniprtPri Qrowth: Lubbock's population has increased 24.878 over 
the ISTO population with an annual growth rate of 1.6%, compared to the 
1 1% growth rate of the U.S.. Projected growth for the year 2005 is 
254 000 although the percentage of college students is expected to 
decline somewhat, due to the present "baby boom" generation. 
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ACTflVmES AND EVEINITS 
The following information Is derived from the "Lubbock List" - a 

pamphlet for visitors to Lubbock. 
A. Places to "check out" -

1. Buddy Holly statue and "Walk of Fame" 
2. Buffalo Spring Lake 
3. Heritage Tours (to aquaint visitors with historic structures) 
4. Llano Estacado Winery 
5. Lubbock Symphony Orchestra 
6. Mackenzie State Park 
7. Moody Planetarium 
8. Municipal Gardens and Arts Center 
9. The Texas Tech Museum 

10. Lubbock Arts Festival (held annually in late April/early May) 
11. Lubbock Downs (horse racing) 
12. Lubbock Lake Landmark 
13. Lubbock Summer Rep (old west musical at the Civic Center) 
14. Reese Air Force Base 
15. Ranching Heritage Center 
16. Prairie Dog Town (Mackenzie Park) 
17. Panhandle South Plains Fair 
18. The Rose Window (one of the five largest -1411 Broadway) 
19. Texas Tech University Sports 
20. Texas Tech Intercollegiate Rodeo 
21. The Southwest Collection 
22. Textile Research Center 
23. Yellowhouse Canyon Lakes 
24. Serendipity Arrangements 

1. Chambar of Co«nm«rca 
2. To Buffato Spcinga Laka 
3. QvicCantar 
4. Lubbock Intamatiowal 

Airpoft 
>. Budtty HoHy Statu* Cr 

Walk of Fama 
• . To Uatw Eitacado 

vvaMiy 
To Lubbock Down* 

. Mackanaa Stata Park 
Praina Oog To««n 
FairGroufKti 

. Moody Planatanum Er 
Ranching Hamaga 
Cantar ft Tha Muaaum of 
Taxaa Tach Univaraty 
Municipal Gardan £r Ana 
Cantar 

10. 

11. 
12. 

n. 
14. 
I I . 

Lubbock Laka Lvtd-
mark 
ToRaaaaAFB 
Tha Roaa Wirfdow 
Tasaa Tacft Univarwty 
Muniooal Co4iaau<n 
Y«Uo«v Houaa Canyon 
Laliaa 
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FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS „ ; „ . rontpr^ in addition to the 
ShoDDing - Over 30 major suburban shopping centers in addition to the 

2 S S " o v e M 0 art galleries including Charles Adam's and 
Reaencv qalleries off of Broadway street. 
" n o r t S Activities - Golfing - Four public golf courses including one 
lit at night for evening use. _., , .+^ 
Tennis - Lubbock Municipal Tennis Center and local courts. 
Bowling - Four public lanes open all year long. 
Raquetball - One public club. 
Swimming - Several public pools open during the summer. 
HotPk and Motels - Over 30 hotels and inns located on major streets 
in and out of the city. . , ^ .. ^ 
Restaurants - Every kind of restaurant with simple and rustic, and 
comfortable and contemporary decors. 

I.AairoMotal 
2. Barrington Motor Inn 
3. Braaa Lantam - B.W. 
4. Caniaga Houaa Inn 
5. Tba Circua Inn 
7. Coronadoinn 
8. Country Inn 
9. BTaiaaMotat 
10. Exacuttva Houaa Motal 
II.FrontiarMotal 
12. Granada Royala 

Homacal 
13. HDtan Inn 
14. Hottday Inn Caaa 

Granda 
15. Holiday Inn Civic Cantar 
16. Howard Johnaon't 

Motor Lodga 
17. Imparial Inn 
18. KoKo Inn 
19. La Quinta Inn 
20. Lubbock Inn 

21. Motal 6 
22. Rad Ratdar Inn 
23. Rodaway Inn 
24. Sanda Motal 
25. South Park Inn - B.W. 

26. Stadkjm Motal 
27. Townhouaa Inn 
28. Travalara Inn 
29. Villa Inn 
30.vniagolnn-B.W. 

URVEYS 
The following information is derived from an opinion survey 

conducted In December of 1974. Respondents could choose any or all five 
answers to each question, sometimes resulting in more than 100%. 

1. When vou think of Lubbock what do vou think of: 
Texas Tech University - 66% 
Nice Residential area - 55% 
Beautiful Metropolitan area - 9% 

2. Do vou consider the downtown area of Lubbock as: 
Lacking in Character - 69% 
Unsightly - 47% 
Unique - 6% 
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3. Which of the following leaves a good impression upon the visitor: 
Texas Tech University - 90% 
The Mall - 76% 
Tahoka Highway Strip - 5% 

4. Lubbock has a reputation for: 
A Wholesome Family Community - 62% 
Excellent Shopping - 48% 
Beautiful Architecture - 8% 

5. How do vou feel about cultural events in Lubbock: 
Adequate - 48% 
Needs Improvement - 45% 
Nonexistant - 2% 

6. On a Sundav drive would vou rather: 
Drive Through the Tech Campus - 42% 
Ride a Bicycle Along a Scenic Route - 39% 
Drive Around Downtown Lubbock - 3% 

7. Would vou rather see: 
Mall Type Shopping - 70% 
Store Front Shopping (As at 50th and Salem) - 42% 
Store Front As Along 19th From University to Ave. Q - 4% 

8. When driving into Lubbock on the Amarillo Highway what do vou see: 
Run-Down Areas - 61% 
Open Space at the Country Club - 45% 
Attractive Buildings - 2% 

9. Do vou consider Broadav from Avenue Q to Texas Tech as being: 
Offers Possibilities For Being a Unique Area of Lubbock - 51% 
Commercialized - 34% 
Run-Down - 7% 

10. Concerning utilities, would vou rather: 
Leave Older Areas as They Are and New Underground Utilities -46% 
Have Underground Utilities Throughout the City - 41% 
See Overhead lines and Wires -1 % 

11. Do vou envision Lubbock in the future as : 
Running out of water unless something is done - 49% 
Continuing at its present pace - 39% 
Becoming a Thriving Metro Area - 39% 
Declining in Growth - 6% 

1P Lubbock public parks : 
Are Adequate - 52% 
Are Too Few and Too Far From Home - 27% 
Are a Waste of Space - 2% 
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COST/BiMSFlT 

ECONlOMiC ANID EliWDRONlMENnrAL 
Lubbock Is projected to sustain a strong growth rate over the next 25 

years, with a projected population of over 254,000 for the year 2005. 
$gn BQlt Qrowth - Texas and the Southwest United States growth is 
expected to continue to be strong through 1990 and 2000. Lubbock will 
share in this growth. 
Tgxas TgQh QrQwth - The student population at Tech is projected to remain 
stable between 23,000 and 24,000 from 1980 to 1990 due to the present 
baby boom population. The stability remains because of continued 
population growth and the addition of new programs developed at Tech. 
Militarv Growth - Reese Air Force Base has a significant impact upon the 
Lubbock economy. Reese has been a stable influence with little 
fluctuation of personel since 1970. The training mission and manning 
levels are expected to remain stable for the immediate future. 
Industrial Growth - Lubbock's Industrial base is expected to expand and 
diversify over the next 25 years. Employment In manufacturing is 
projected to grow by almost 90% from about 13,000 employees in 1980 to 
almost 24,500 employees by 2005. The presence of Reese Air Force Base 
and several institutions of higher learning as a source of trained labor 
make Lubbock particularly attractive to high technology industries. 
Wholesaling and Warehousing Center - Lubbock's centralized location and 
excellent transportation facilities have established Lubbock as a 
distribution center for the South Plains. The wholesale trade area covers 
over 63,500 square miles and serves a population of over 1,000,000 
persons, establishing Lubbock as the "Hub of the Plains". 
Regional Services Center - Lubbock's regional position as a commercial, 
financial, educational, medical and cultural center has expanded in recent 
years and is expected to continue to grow in the future. 

CGMMUNIUY AINID FU MCTIIOINIAL 
Lubbock serves as a reception/distribution center for the High Plains 

and Eastern New Mexico for agricultural and durable goods. As the region 
grows, growth of common and specialized carriers will be necessary to 
meet the long range needs of the community. New facilities, terminals and 
warehouses should be built within the 1-27 corridor. The planned 1-27 
connection between Tahoka Highway and the current Amarillo Highway 
through the heart of Lubbock in 1987 will cause a focus on redevelopment 
possibilities for the central city. Every effort should be made to ensure 
that land use changes along the Interstate positively affect the adjacent 
areas. At the same time, redevelopment and renovation in the Central 
Business District should be encouraged, stressing renovation and adaptive 
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use of existing structures. Retail shopping, 
restaurants and pedestrian open spaces and 
parks are also needed to serve the downtown 
working population. Any redevelopment 
must be accompanied by improved parking 
facilities. A Broadway Corridor Plan will 
encourage preservation of the character of 
the connecting link between 1-27 and Texas 
Tech University through the CBD. The plan 
includes provisions for the preservation of 
of existing buildings, and for height and 
set-back standards, which will maintain the 
scale of the street. Restoration and 
preservation of the brick pavement on 
Broadway will provide a catalyst for the 
Implementation of this plan. A continuing 
effort to develope a partnership between the 
public and private sectors of the city is 
imperative for Improving the quality of 
urban design In Lubbock. Design excellence, 
sound construction and appropriate uses for 
land within Lubbock are necessary for 
increased and stable property values, as 
well as aesthetic considerations. Future 

j^t i i lg expansion and redevelopment of Lubbock 
must include cosideration for: 1. water 
supply 2. expansion and extension of public 
facilities 3. infill of vacant land within the 
city limits. 
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LUBBOCK HOME/DESTIIMATIOIM 
RELATIONSHIP 

AIRPORT REGIONAL SHOPPING 

EMPLOYMENT 

REGIONAL ATHLETIC/ 

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES 

LOCAL PLAYRELOS 

COLLEGES UNIVERSITIES 

SPECIAL SCHOOLS 
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CASE STUDIES 

1.) An Qasis in Central China 

2.) Downtown Development in San Antonio. Texas 

3.) An Urban Renewal Plan for Oklahoma Citv. Ok. 

4.) Nicolett Mall 

5.) Citv Center Mall 

6.) Broadway Plaza Mall 

7.) Penn Square Mail 

8.) QldtQwn Mall 

9.) Hamilton Mall 

10.) Parkwav Mall 

11.) Rflltimore Aquarium 
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CASE STUDIES SUyyARY 

I express an obvious bias toward the Oklahoma renewal project, the 
San Antonio riven«/alk and the Asian oasis case studies due to their close 
regional association with Lubbock's climate and their oasis image 
projection. I chose to elaborate on these case studies more than the 
others and to locate them in front of the other case studies as well. The 
Oklahoma project is especially applicable to my proposal because it was 
superimposed upon downtown (as is my proposal); instead of just being a 
reutilization of existing structures. BCTTAU I^^AU 

^ ^ P D E K 4 f > A S 
A W ' O A S I S ' 

R1VBR A& -«;«4kSlS* A S A 
A N 'CJAftlS' S T O P P l K i ^ PDIklT* 

T R A V E U £ F ^ S 

The remaining case studies are important due to their details and site 
layout applications towards my proposal. Unique activity situations, 
applicable towards my project, are also found within each case study. All 
the case studies helped me to generate the activity analysis in the 
following ways: 

1. Provided examples of types of activities which are typically 
accommodated in pedestrian malls within dense urban settings. 
2. Provided approximate square footages for activites with 
consideration to the population base of each city. 
3. Provided examples of unique activities which complement other 
more common activities. 

The case studies helped me to generate a site analysis in the 
following ways: 

1. Provided site lay-out examples which could be superimposed upon 
the proposed site for quick viewing of ways to organize the 
pedestrian and shopping activities. 
2. Provided an approximate size for the proposed mall, based on 
the population and economic base of Lubbock. 

Most of the studies also gave post occupancy evaluations which, for 
the most part, proved that these revitalization efforts within decaying 
areas were succesfull in generating more activity within older downtown 
settings. 
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STREETS AS MALLS 

Today's pedestrian malls are formulated around the concept of the 
street as a channel. Even indoor shopping malls play off the idea of the old 
street scenes from Greece, Italy, Spain, England and other countries whose 
streets have matured in an ad-hoc and biomechanic way over the years. 
Today's shopping mall remind us of a time when automobile activity was 
not given the top priority within the street Thousands of years of history 
are revived through the modern concept of the pedestrian mall. These 
austere street scenes remind us of the festivities and excitement within 
our urban streets. These smaller renditions of the street as a gathering 
place generate vitality for a community. The following pages contain 
some sketches of internalized street scenes to induce some elements of 
imagery within the reader. If one has experienced the flat openess of 
Lubbock's streets over the years, one realizes the practical value of the 
the following pages, to the pedestrian. The openess of Lubbock's streets is 
unfortunate in a climate which should generate clustered, internalized 
building situations due to the intense heat, dust, wind and sun. I beleive 
the following scenes might comfort the imagination... 
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CASE STUDIES 

AM OASJS m CEMTRAL ASIA 

Location: Turfan, China (town population 20,000) The town is located 
at the east edge of the oval-shaped Gobi Desert, in a 
depression 130 meters below sea level. The Gobi is an 
enormous area approximately 1,500 miles long and 900 miles 
wide enclosed by mountains on the south, west, and north. 

5lKiKiAbi5-

Description: An oasis colony which once was a stopping point along the 
Silk Road into China, Turfan is a rich agricultural area although 
the climate is dry, hot, and sunny. Turfan Is known as one of 
the 'glowing ovens of China' ̂  but the people there are still 
able to produce excellent melons, grapes that melt in the 
mouth, and long staple cotton, due to the water which is 'piped 
in' via a kareze channel. 
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Developmental $tratQqy; The kareze is a system of underground, horizontal 
wells which conduct water from the mountains to the desert 
oasis. Water trickles into the ground at the base of the 
mountains until it reaches impenetrable layers of clay. A vein 
can then be dug under the desert floor down to the cultivated 
fields. This water flow becomes possible due to the inward 
drainage topography of the Gobi desert. The kareze technique 
involves digging vertical shafts(with even spacing) between 
the springs and the field or town and then connecting these 
with an underground tunnel. The vertical shafts enable 
ventilation for the diggers, and offer a removal place for the 
excavated earth. The Kareze system demands a full knowledge 
of hydrology from the builders who must dig their tunnels 
through varying strata without losing too much water. Karezes 
are as much as 60 - 70 meters underground up at the head. 
Turfan cun̂ ently has 150 new karezes and 400 older ones. They 
extend from 2 - 8 kilometers into the desert at an even 
upward Inclination so they won't silt up easily. Periodic 
maintenence of the karezes Involves cleaning out the silt so 
the water flows easily. The kareze system dates back to 
Egypt (about 500 B.C.). They provide clean, cold water even in 
the hottest of summers. 
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DOWOTOWN DEVELOPMENT 

S i T T ^ S n ^ T d i s W c . or San Antonio is o « r 250 years ol. 
'^^ ^ and is rich in history, tradition, and uniqueness. Prior to the 

1950's the downtown district had been the regional focus of 
government, business, services, culture, entertainment, 
shopping, and living. The last major building boom in this area 
took place during the latter 1920's and early 1930's making the 
average age of these structures over 50 years old. People soon 
left downtown for a contemporary suburban standard of living, 
due to vast sources cheap land in Boxar County. 

Develoomental Strategy: In 1968, there became a renewed Interest in 
downtown San Antonio primarily as a result of the location of 
the world's fair (Hemisfair) there. Hemisfair left a $100 
million 91-acre developmental legacy in the center of the city. 
This acreage was a mixed urban plaza of old, historic and new, 
contemporary structures. Main public structures Include the 
$15 million Civic Center, the $6.5 million theme tower, the 750 
foot tall Tower of the Americas, and a $4 million new river 
extension into the fairgrounds. During the 1970's, Hemisfair 
influenced a massive revitalization of the downtown area, 
which includes numerous structures such as: hotels, nightclubs, 
boutiques, motor hotels, banks, offices, and apartment towers. 
Citizens of San Antonio are receptive to the idea of making the 
river corridor the city's "aesthetic spine" as evidenced by a 
1972 ordinance establishing standards for development for the 
river walk area. Special provisions for signs, graphics, visual 
displays, outdoor furniture, and materials are all expected to 
conform with the total character of the area. Many 
restorations, renovations, and conversions of historic buildings 
along the river corridor in recent years add to the rich cultural 
qualities of this area. 
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Cost/Finandnn: With the exception of the banking industry, virtually all 
the above projects were financed or stimulated by public funds. 
Private Investments are focused primarily toward convention 
and tourist facilities. A "River Corridor Feasibilty Study" was 
funded by HUD for the study of flood control, and the city has 
implemented controls through a bond issued for $12 million 
by the San Antonio River Authority. A restoration project for 
the La Villita historical district (just west of Hemisphere 
Plaza on the river corridor) is being financed by bond issue and 
federal dollars for a total cost of $500,000. The San Antonio 
Museum Association raised $1 million In private money for the 
redevelopment of the One Star Brewery. 

Post Occupancy Evaluation: The La Vallita district is a small village 
which was described by French and Spanish travelers in the 
late 1700's. The One Star Brewery, opened in 1884, is also of a 
historic quality. I believe development of the downtown 
district of San Antonio helps to restore use to a culturally 
romantic area. 

ildings - hotels, lodges, 8 restaurants, 6 night clubs, boutiques, 
gift shops,theaters and numerous other shops along the river. 

Evonts - plays, dances, art shows, river parades, traveling minstrels, 
and the famous Fiesta Week are among some of the vibrant 
events which attract many tourists and visitors. 

Imasi®ry... 
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CASE STUDIES 

URBAM RENEWAL PLAM 

Location: Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Description: A central business district project which has developed over 

four phases: (1) The Galleria - a four block enclosed shopping 
mall intended to regenerate retail sales in the CBD. It will 
contain major department stores, 3,500 parking places, small 
shops and stores, and accessory facilities. (2) The Sheraton 
Century Center - A hotel/retail complex programmed to occupy 
an entire city block. It will have over 400 rooms, an adjoining 
shopping mall with 175,000 square feet of retail and public 
space, including shops, theatres, restaurants, and clubs. 
(3) Myriad Gardens Park - This park will contain a sunken lake 
surrounded by passive and active park areas with a botanical 
garden spanning the lake. Built into the embankments will be 
shops, museums, libraries, clubs, and other public facilities. 
(4) Tunnel System and Parking Garages - A privately built, all 
weather tunnel, open to the public and lined with shopping 
areas. An implementation plan to connect all major buildings 
in the CBD is underway, due to the success of the already 
completed part of the tunnel, which attracts about 30,000 
pedestrians a day. * * * ' **^ i- .^"—i i \ v/ 
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Developmental Strategy. The Oklahoma City Urban Renewal Authority came 
came into existance in 1961. They established three project 
areas within the city. These areas are: (1) The central business 
district. (2) The medical-center complex. (3) The J.F.K. 
residential area. The CBD developed into the four phases 
previously listed. A three party agreement between the city of 
Oklahoma City, HUD, and the Oklahoma City Urban Renewal 
Authority was announced in June 1973 which ammended the 
downtown project. 
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Cost/Financing: The previously listed ammendment between the three 
parties amounted to $34.7 million for developing the retail 
galleria, as well as, two half blocks north and south of City 
Hall for added municipal offices. The allocation of these funds 
has amounted to nearly $125 million which has continued to 
spur development in Oklahoma City. 

Post Occupancy Evaluation: unavailable 

MYlRiAD QARD 
ACTJVmES 

QUANTITY 
i(mm\r D© (̂iD = i°W} fffi. 

Library - sitting, staff, collections 
220 X 180 = 39,600 sq. ft. 

Restaurant - cafe, kitchen, service 
175x50 = 8,750 sq.ft. 

Aquarium - gardens outside excluded 
50 X 50 = 2500 sq. ft. 

QUALITY 

City Pavilion - primarily reception 
50 X 80 = 4000 sq. ft. 

Stat© Historical Exhibit - photo displays 
100 X 100 = 10,000 sq. ft. 

Stat® Goll©ctions - books and files 
100 X 75 = 7,500 sq. ft. 

Civic Union Offic®s - offices and confer. 
40 X 80 = 3,200 sq. ft. 

Parking Garag® -118 spaces first floor 
120 X 400 = 48,000 sq. ft. 

Oklahoma - lobby, cafe, shops 
175x100 = 17,500 sq.ft. 

Tivoli inn - first floor only 
50 X 60 = 3,000 sq. ft. 
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Library - staff, childrens' exhibits 
200x120 = 24,000 sq.ft. 

Cluster - 3 theaters and shops 
180x100 = 18,000 sq.ft. 

Restaurant - kitchen and eating 
80 X 40 = 3200 sq. ft 

is - intense, outdoor 
120X165 = 19,800 

Sports Hall of Fame - glass displays 
100 X 40 = 4,000 sq. ft. 

Classic Car Museum - car displays 
40 X 80 = 3,200 sq. ft. 

City Pavilion - visitors' center 
70 X 40 = 2,800 sq. ft. 

er - exhibits, storage 
100x150 = 15,000 sq.ft. 

Center - exhibits, storage 
80 X 80 = 6,400 sq. ft. 

Restaurant and Bar - botanical viewing 
35x90 = 3,150 sq.ft. 

Aquarium - greenhouse dome 
50 X 50 = 2,500 sq. ft. 

Civic Union - meeting rooms 
60x100 = 6,000 sq.ft. 

.rchaeclogy - displays of local 
50x150 = 7,500 sq.ft. 
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Stat® Historical Exhibit - offices 
75 X 75 = 5,625 sq. ft. 

Tivoli inn -

- rooms 
175 X 100 = 17,500 sq. ft. 

rooms 
50 X 60 = 3,000 sq. ft. 

Day Car© Center - childrens' zoo and 
museum 80 x 120 = 9,600 sq. ft. 

ing -118 spaces 
120 X 400 = 48,000 sq. ft. 

li®[p D(î ©D ° (*§®]) tm. 

- top of parking garage 
viewing areas also 
50,000 sq. ft 

UMM altmCIO u>te<i < 
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CASE STUDIED 

MIICOLETT MALL 

Location: Minneapolis, Minnesota (population 434,400) 
^ ; ^ o n : Located on Nicolett Avenue, the mam s reet of the shopping 

district in downtown Minneapolis, the mall encompasses 12 
blocks with 400 foot lengths and 80 foot right-of-ways. The 
mall is a transit mall with traffic limited to buses, taxis, and 
minibuses which carry shoppers the length of the mall for 
$0.10. Nicolett Mall has a curvilinear road with a width of 24 
feet, providing a variety of views and changing motion as one 
progresses through the mall. The mall has four fountains, 
several sculptures, special clocks, a weather station, specially 
designed incandescent lights, and places to sit. Street 
furnishings serve as unifying elements for the mall which 
include bus shelters, a self-service post office, kiosks, traffic 
signals, paving, flower pots, bollards, as well as, snow melting 
equipment The Northwestern Life Insurance Building provides 
a strong visual terminus to the north at Washington Avenue. 
'The size of pedestrian spaces varies, with some being as wide 
as 36 feet. Durable materials are used such as granite, brick, 
bronze, and copper. D | i P | { ^ | ^^/^Kti^W^^ 

Developmental Strategy: A Downtown Council was formed in 1955 to 
improve, expand, and enhance this prime shopping area. Among 
the council members were major corporations, merchants, 
bankers, property owners, utility companies, and media 
representatives. The Nicolett Avenue Survey Committee was 
formed in 1957. They decided that if Nicolett Avenue was 
improved the impact upon downtown would be positive. The 
report, completed in 1960, showed that environmental 
improvement for the street was desirable. They also 
established the following objectives: (1) Improve pedestrian 
circulation. (2) Improve access and encourage mass transit. 
(3) Stregthen the identity and imagery of Nicolett Avenue, thus 
promoting retail oportunities. (4) Encourage private Investment 
by creating a stable retail environment. (5) Develope a transit 
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mall of high aesthetic quality that would link neighborhoods 
with the avenue. All bus routes were to use the mall, cross the 
mall, or be within one block of the mall. 

CQSt/Finanging: Two benefit zones on the mall and off covered 18 blocks, 
with each zone having sections providing 100, 100-75, 75-50, 
and 50 percent allocations of the cost Properties closest to 
the center of the mall paid the greatest proportion of costs. 
Financing was obtained through the following: The assessment 
district($2,751,785), the Urban Mass Transportation grant 
($512,000), and the Urban Beautiflcation grant($483,500). 
Private utility companies agreed to check their lines and 
update them if necessary to avoid future disturbance of the 
street Utility costs were $2.5 million. 

Post Occupancy Evaluation: Nicolett Mall is regarded as being very 
successful. Retail shop sales have risen 14%, with much 
benefit to the smaller shops. New construction and 
rehabilitation along the mall has been more than $225 million, 
including the IDS Center, a 57-story structure, built at a cost 
of $125 million In 1973. It contains an office, hotel, bank, 
gallery, theatre, and underground parking. The impact of the 
mall has Improved the regional center and its environs, and 
thereby gained a national image. A system of second-story 
skyway links is being developed to form a secondary pedestrian 
route (good for winter), which will total 76 skyways, by 1985. 

QUANTITY 
ACTlVmES 

QUALITY 

Shopping - first floor footages 
960, 000 sq. ft. 

Walking - outdoor pedestrian space 
172,800 sq.ft. 

Sitting - located on sides of planters 
22 square planters 8' across 
3 hexagonal-12 feet diameter 
4 octagonal-8 feet diameter 

g - primarily in parking garages 
footages unavailable 

- all bus routes within the 
city stem from the mall 
16 bus shelters-both sides of blocks 
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CASE STUDIES 

CITY CENTER S^ALL 

Location: Eugene, Oregon (population 79,028) 
Description: Replacing the former vehicular emphasis of city streets, the 

mall establishes an eight block pedestrian precinct The initial 
stage Includes five city blocks along Broadway and Willamette 
Streets in dowtown Eugene, a further addition will include 
three other blocks. The existing streets for the mall have a 66 
foot right-of-way and a focal fountain at the central plaza at 
Broadway and Wllliamette. Other design features include: new 
brick and concrete paving, play areas with rest room facilities, 
planting, night lighting, sitting areas, and a partially covered 
walkway at mid-mall, leading to parking facilities. A water 
feature of 37 concrete elements, cascades water over the 
blocks and into pools at a rate of 3,400 gallons/minute, which 
invites sitters/wet walking. Sitting areas feature built in 
game tables and checker boards. 

DgvglQpme^nt̂ l StrafPriy: The primary objectives were to redevelope and 
rehabilitate substandard buildings, eliminate blight modify the 
street system, provide adequate parking, and to create vehicle-
n n l ^ f f " P'̂ '̂̂ ^^s- These objectives should stimulate 
private investment, and provide an increase in taxes for the 
city and county. After civic leaders reviewed federally 
mPmS 'nrT^^\ PV ̂ '^"'^ '" California, they appointed a six 
?nm^c ^ °'P ^ n^'^'^^"' ^̂  ̂ ^^^ th^ Eugene Development 
p l S f f l ? n H ^ ' ' n - '" '^^ '^'^ ^ ^^^ ' ^ ' h^ ^'ty applied for 
SLe 10̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂^ Department of Housing and Urban 
Development The funds were approved, and an 18-month 
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planning effort began, involving officials, citizens, and urban 
planners. The federal government approved the project in March 
of 1969. A 100-member citizen's advisory committee was 
established in October 1966 and named SCORE (Special 
Committee on Renewing Eugene), which included businessmen, 
educators, professionals, tradesmen, and housewives. SCORE, 
the mayor and City Council, the Eugene Planning Commission, 
and the Eugene Urban Renewal Agency had several meetings 
with architectural consultants and established the following 
objectives: (1) An attractive design unique to Eugene. (2) An 
attractive and competitive retail market offering a diversity 
of goods. (3) Separation of pedestrian and vehicular traffic. 
(4) Elimination of nonessential vehicular traffic. (5) Provide 
adequate parking, separate from pedestrian areas. (6) Improved 
public transportation. (7) Protection from weather for the 
pedestrians. (8) A lively atmosphere. (9) A place of contact 
for all groups of the metropolitan population. (10) A mix of 
activities which could not flourish in other locations. 

Cost/Financing: The project was accomplished with urban renewal funds 
from the federal government The first phase, completed in 
1971, cost $1.3 million. 

Post Occupancy Evaluation: The mall has generated renovation of 
buildings, along with new development that extends pedestrian 
circulation through private property. The mall inspires 
favorable comments from visitors, and local residents find 
shopping more pleasant Free customer parking puts the mall 
on a competitive basis with outlying regional shopping centers, 
showing the general public that the CBD is not going to replaced 
by suburban shopping centers. The cost of a parking district 
comprised of an area of 15 square blocks (located 2 blocks 
from the mall), was paid for by property owners, businesses, 
and professionals. 

ACT3V1T5ES 
QUANTITY QUALITY 

Shopping - First National Bank, Sears, 
Penney's, Wards, Equitable 
Insurance, other small shops 
4 story average height 600,000 
sq. ft first level only 
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Walking - pedestrian outdoor space 
280,000 sq. ft buildings are 
incorporated into the center 
of the mall also 

ffltP"'^^BIf ' xwr 

Sitting - wood benches (quantity unavailable) 
foutain feature and kiosks provide 
additional sitting elements 

Parking - primarily located In garages 
-off-street parking 2 blocks 
from the mall-
quantities unavailable 

Playing - fountain feature in the 
central plaza with 37 
concrete elements the 
tallest of which Is 25 
feet tall - symbol of the 
mountains of Oregon 
game tables built in the 
concrete - (checkers) 
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CASE STUDIES 

BROADWAY PLAZA 

Location: Tacoma, Washington (population 157,000), 25 miles south of 
Seattle. 

Description; Broadway Plaza is a full mall developed to revitalize 
downtown and create a pedestrian precinct. It extends for two 
double blocks and is 80 feet wide. Features include large 
covered bus stop/rest areas, fountains, pools, two children's 
play areas, performing and display stages, lighting and planting, 
The seating capacity is for 1,500 people, and one fourth of the 
mall is under cover. 

n«iio< MMM. 

Developmental Stateov: The plaza was the first pedestrian mall to be 
built in the state, so numerous legal requirements had to be 
resolved. On two occasions the city closed the street to 
determine the impact upon the surrouding area. Public hearings 
were held to give citizens a chance to voice their opinions. A 
team of representatives from all city departments, private 
utilities, private businesses, and public officials was 
formed. This team selected a design concept and defined the 
program requirements. They then selected two architectural 
firms, which would form into a joint venture. A unique 
partnership between public and private sectors evolved. 
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Cost/Financing: A gift of $4 million worth of garages worth of garages to 
the city was donated by the private sector, which" in turn 
generated $13 million in federal grants. The first phase of the 
mall was finananced by Federal Urban Renewal Agency Funds, 
including noncash city matching funds. The mall was completed 
in 1974, at a cost of $1.5 million, the extension being funded 
by an Economic Development Administration grant 

Post Occupancy Evaluation: The team approach was so effective that it 
sparked the development of other projects. The plaza is 
currently used for quite a festival of events such as: auto and 
boat shows, bake sales, art shows, and music festivals. Sales 
have increased, and a double-block extension of the mall will 
be completed in 1977, as a semimall. 

QUANTITY 

Shopping - first floor footages 
Woolworth's, Wards, Kress, 
Payless Shoes, Masonic temple, 
banks, Rhodes department store, 
and other small shops 
360,000 sq. ft 

QUALITY 

O 

Walking - the develpment of the mall 
was primarily in the conversion 
of the former vehicle street 
into a pedestrian mall 
104,000 sq. ft. of outdoor space 

iiinmmi 

: f 

mi i in i ! 

CONCRCrTE. 

PAVIMg^ 

-©RICK 

Sitting - benches, built-in seats around 
the fountain and children's 
play area total capacity 1500 people 

PEr!^ing • parking garage - 25,000 sq. ft f 
first level(3 levels) X . 
parking lot - 45,000 sq. ft. 
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Playing - fountains with aerated jets 
of water and tranquil pools 
enclosed with concrete walls 
2 children's play areas 

'BUOCX5>' 

CLLEVAJ-IOK4 

A C R A r t D 
VWATCR 

- covered pergolas serve as 
bus stops and resting areas 
one-fourth of the mall is 
covered by these! 90,000 sq. ft. 

Performing - pergolas are used in an 
ad-hoc manner for sidewalk 
sales, performing, bake sales, 
art sales, music festivals, 
and as displays for auto and 
boat shows. 
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CASE STUDIED 

PEMM SQUARE 

Location: Reading, Pennsylvania (population 84,097), 60 miles northwest 
of Philadelphia. 

Description: A pedestrian oriented square in the 500 block of Penn Street 
that has been closed to vehicular traffic. The adjacent 400 
block has also been renovated, allowing two lanes of traffic in 
each direction with drop-off areas for buses, taxis, and 
deliveries. A service lane allows deliveries to the stores with 
no other access. The blocks are 530 feet long and 160 feet 
wide and feature two cascading fountains, sitting areas, brick 
and concrete paving patterns, night lighting, extensive 
landscaping, and two sheltered bus stops. Shoppers, strollers, 
and office workers frequently bring their lunches to eat on 
the numerous benches and steps. 

rmrntntmamu •i.iHa 

•fi-HHig 
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Developmental Stateov: In 1969 local businessmen, and the Chamber of 
Commerce and city government, began to seek possible 
improvements to downtown Reading. Preliminary plans were 
soon presented to the City Council with the help of a local 
architect In 1971 the mayor appointed the Mayor's Committee 
of 25 to begin the project. This committee worked with the 
Reading Redevelopment Committee (founded in 1952) in 
securing financial assistance. Building facades were to be 
restored and signs and graphics controlled. The City Council 
established a seven member Penn Square Commission to 
oversee the management of programs, promotions and 
activities. 
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Cost/Financing: Financial assistance was obtained through the 
Pennsylvania Department of Community Affairs($758,000), 
The city of Reading($450.000), Berths County($175,000), 
donations from local merchants($90,000), and property owners 
in Penn Square through a special tax assessment($180,000). 
Penn Square was completed in May, 1975 at a cost of $1.6 
million. 

Post Occupancy Evaluation: The square has recieved design recognition, 
and an adjacent block is being renovated. A variety of 
activities has contributed toward an increase in sales. 

ACTJVmES 
QUANTITY QUALITY 

Shopping - first floor footages y^^ 
100,000 sq. ft. includes: ZA . 
shoe shop, shirts, audio equipment ]? ^ 
newstand(sells lottery tickets) 
comfort station, deli, small 
hardware, other small shops 

Walking - outdoor pedestrian area 
hadicap accessibility 
30,000 sq. ft. 

Sitting - 35 benches, primarily in 
garden area, sitting on 
steps near fountain also 

Parking -18 car lot northeast of mall 
12,000 sq. ft. 

Bus Riding - one major drop - off 
for buses and taxis 
two sheltered bus stops 

COM^L-OMt RAT I 

cowcRETB.. z : : ^ / ^ ^ e ™ ROM CV«A.rB. 

e>«i^K 

T R A A H 

Playing - 2 cascading fountains with 
sitting on steps 

^L.A^£>TOWe. 

D E T A l U 
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©LDTOWN MIALL 

Location: Baltimore, Maryland (population 905,759) 
Description: The Oldtown area is one of three original settlements which 

combined to form Baltimore, making it historically significant 
The mall spans two city blocks and is 1500 feet long. Traffic 
has been removed from the area, which was formeriy choked 
with automobiles and service trucks. It is 45 feet wide and 
features a fountain, new brick paving, sitting areas, planting, 
and night lighting. Buildings along the mall have been 
renovated with the intention of recapturing the rich 
architectural qualities of these nineteenth century buildings. 
The main feature is Oldtown Square; an area where several 
buildings have been removed, and the mall has been widened. 
This square has a clock tower, performance area, a fountain, 
brick steps, and an adjacent sitting area. ...^^-L. 

B,„..,.,„'i,i""-^-'"-: 

E r i STREETS ^ sTRuamts 

Dgvelopmfintal Strf̂ tfiqy; in the 1 SSO's, this was the downtown of 
Baltimore. The shopping area and residential neighborhoods 
gradually declined since the 1940's, and by 1960 Gay Street 
served low income black residents of public housing projects. 
Merchants petitioned assistance from the city, and in 1968 the 
Oldtown Project was initiated under the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development. A tenuous alliance was formed 
between the black residential community and some 
predominantly white merchants. Community organizers were 
important in maintaining this coalition. Planning, carried out 
through biweekly meetings over a period of one year, 
established the following standards: (1) Metered off-street 
hnSin^^ f̂ov^J "̂ locations formerly occupied by commercial 
buHd ngs. (2) Conversion of Gay Street into a shopping mall, 

n^ J h-KT»°'i-'"3 °̂  P'®^'°"^ '̂ 3«'c around this area, 
rnlcf Jn J^' l°" °^ '̂''̂ "•"a 2*°̂ ^s in accordance with city 
SnSnnHin '̂* .̂"°[^standards. (4) Redevelopment of the 
f S ^ c / l^ "t'^1?°rf^°od for new housing, parks, and public 
racimies. (5) The development of a commercial sign ordinance. 
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Cost/Financing: The mall was completed in 1976 at a cost of $2.6 million. 
Metered lots on sites adjacent to the site will probably not 
generate adequate funds to repay the costs of operation and 
debt service, but the taxes from the stores are increased due 
to this provision, which justifies the subsidies. Oldtown Mall 
was primarly financed by Federal Urî an Renewal Agency funds 
and Community Development Program block grant funds. 

Post Occupancy Evaluation: Nearly 100% of the store owners complied 
with the sign ordinance by the time the mall was opened, and 
others soon followed. Property values along the mall have 
increased along the mall since the completion of the project. 
Black ownership of businesses has also increased from about 
10% to 30% as a result of federal loan programs. 

ACTJVITIES 
QUANTITY 

Shopping - first floor only, consists 
of older, renovated bidgs. 
300,000 sq. ft 

- outdoor pedestrian space 
45 feet wide 1500 feet long 
67,500 ft. 

QUALITY 

HE fflS 

120 curved, sculptural, 
concrete benches 

SCUI_PTURAI_ 

BEWC.H 

w H I & K C - r CtARRCU 

Parking - one lot tangient to 
the center of the mall. 

pi_AWTie»»-

&Ri<:.K. 
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R A D t A U 

X B £ f i P t - A M T & R 

A U T O 
C . W T R > 

behind the shops 160,000 sq. ft. 

iding - routes around the perimeter 
of the mall area only 

Playing - fountain in "Oldtown Square" 
-places to splash and sit in 
the shade-
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CASE STUDIES 

MAyiLTONI MALL 

Location: Allentown, Pennsylvania (population 109,572), 55 miles 
north of Philadelphia. 

Description: Hamilton Street the primary downtown shopping node, has 
been turned Into a semimall four blocks in length. The street 
has been narrowed to 22 feet, where 5 lanes of traffic had 
previously existed. Automobiles, buses, and taxis can still use 
the mall. The mall features a cantilevered canopy system 
which stretches the length of the mall and unifies its design. 
The mall also features new paving, lighting, traffic signals, 
fountains, planting, kiosks, sitting areas, and heated bus stops. 
7500 parking spaces are within easy walking distance of the 
mall. Activities include: fashion shows, arts and crafts 
festivals, sidewalk sales, and Pennsylvania Dutch Day. 

Developmental Stratecv: In the mid-1960's this area was beginning to 
show signs of deterioration. Falling receipts and a dwindling 
tax base encouraged local merchants and public officials to 
conduct a major study of the entire central city area. The 
Progressive Center City Allentown Organization paid $15,000 
toward this first study. Represented in this group were 
merchants, financial institutions, utilities, and private 
corporations. The study, completed in February, 1969, 
recommended that a mall be developed on Hamilton Street and 
that surrounding residential areas be renovated. The original 
concept of a full mall was abandoned when a test - closing of 
the street produced complaints from local merchants. 

QQ?t/FinanQinq: The semi-mall was funded by the city of Allentown, and 
the Pennsylvania Department of Community Affairs. This 
department provided $2.5 million of the funding, and the city 
matched this amount with $2.5 in general obligation bonds. The 
final construction was completed in November, 1973, at a cost 
of $5 million. 
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Post Occupancy Evaluation: The semi-mall has spurred investments of 
over $30 million in new buildings, additions, and parking 
structures. It is safe, attractive, and easily accessible. It Is 
noteworthy for the renewed vitality it restored in the area. 

ACTIVITES 
QUANTITY QUALITY 

Shopping - primarily bigger businesses 
4 banks, a large church and 
other small shops 300,000 sq. 
first floor footages only 

Walking - 5 lanes of traffic reduced to 
2 lanes - sidewalks enlarged 
from 12 to 29 feet. 132,000 sq. ft 

- about 30 wood benches and 
sitting on the 30 inch-high 
planters 

Parking - 7, 500 spaces within easy 
walking distance 1,800,000 sq. ft 
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Bus Riding - autos, buses, and taxis can 
use the mall - several heated 
bus stops along the street 

Playing - several foutains with 
aerated jets of water 

s:^ 

C O W C B t T t 

Pi.exi^L.A&s 

TVPKl-AL. 
BUS S T O P 

Uniqu® Activiti©s - fashion shows, 
arts and crafts festivals, 
sidewalk sales, and 
Pennsylvania Dutch Day 
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CASE STUDDES 

(PARKWAY yALL 

Location: Napa, California (population 35,978), 40 miles northeast of 
San Francisco. 

Description: A three block area (1000-foot length) has been converted to 
a full mall with a large (120 x 120-feet) plaza. Another 
portion is a semi-mall six blocks long (2000 feet). The mall 
features new paving, lighting, fountains, a clock tower, sitting 
areas, children's play areas, and planting. A wooden trellis 
stretches throughout the mall, providing shaded sitting areas 
and interesting shadow patterns. Night lighting is also 
incorporated into the trellis. Street furnishings include kiosks, 
bollards, raised planters, and other elements. 

11 i 
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Developmental Strategy: Planning studies were conducted throughout 
the 1940's and 1950's, but no action was taken regarding the 
CBD. An ad hoc group of citizens began a series of meetings in 
August 1959 to investigate urban renewal and financing 
methods thereof. Two years later the Napa Urban Renewal 
Committee was formed and recommendations were given to the 
City Council to begin negotiations with the Federal Urban 
Renewal Agency in regard to a renewal plan. Not much happened 
until January, 1969 when the City Council reactivated the Napa 
Community Redevelopment Agency, and a public hearing was 
scheduled. A "Workable Program for Community Improvement 
for Napa" soon received certification by HUD, and funds were 
approved by HUD in 1970 for the area called Parkway Plaza. 

QQ$t/Fin^ncing: The project was completed in August, 1974 at a cost of 
$1.5 million for the full mall and $8 million for the semi-mall, 
funded bt the Federal Neighborhood Development Program. 
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Post Occupancy Evaluation: Napa became one of the first small cities in 
California to reverse downtown decay and the trend toward 
suburban shopping. Two new department stores have been built 
with the downtown area, partially accomplished through a 
zoning policy which restricts major commercial development 
within the county and community, to downtown. 

ACTJVaTlE^ 
QUANTITY 

Shopping - first floor footages 
full mall - 55,000 sq. ft. 
semi-mall -105,000 sq. ft. 

QUALITY 

A 
HURPHV 

£*ekIOVATEJ3 
S T O R E rf^O^T 

•REMODEL-ED STORES 
•2 UEW DEPARTMEWT STORES 

Walking - outdoor pedestrian space 
full mall - 32,500 sq. ft. 
semi-mall - 50,000 sq. ft ::Xn: 
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Sitting - outdoor benches 
full mall - 25 benches 
semi-mall 35 benches cuoe^K 
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Parking - 3 off street parking lots 
36,400 sq. ft. total 

Playing - children's play area 
500 sq. ft. 
adult area 
fountain -1000 sq. ft. 
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CASE STUDIES 

TME BALTJyORE AQUARIO 
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND, 1979 

This exhibit combines the best traditions of zoos and of natural 
history museums, through the display of a wide range of aquatic life, 
mammals, amphibians and plants. The aquarium was not designed as 
contained bodies of water - but displays water itself as the basis of all 
life. The activity of eating is primary to the aquarium - thus, the use of 
the aquarium to support this activity is fundamental. 

The facility occupies one-third of a site at Baltimore's inner harbor. 
The structure itself resembles a seabird gracefully aloft, or the sails of a 
ship thrust Into the wind, through the use of a triangular glass pyramid 
which surmounts a 5 - level atrium gallery. 

Circulation is what it is all about 
Pedestrians zigzag up through the 
galleries and emerge at a tropical 
rain forest, then they travel down 
the middle of the gallery, via 
scissored ramps in the center of huge 

^ ring tanks. 
The first encounter is a "water toy" as one enters into the lobby -

transparent tubes of bubbling and gurgling blue water screen the gift shop, 
and separate inbound and outbound traffic. The one-way pedestrian flow 
establishes an ABAB rhythm as one travels upward - the intellectual 
demands of the detailed exhibits are countered by the expansiveness of the 
gallery space. Visitors are encouraged to "drop out" and loiter in 
cul-de-sacs, or gaze down at the dolphins before being beckoned on to 
sights around the next bend. Upward exhibits involve fish: schooling, 
evolving, hiding, growing, feeding, moving, and lurking. The culmination of 
the complex is at a dense and humid rain forest with lush foilage, free -
ranging birds and animals, and a treehouse for climbing, where one can 
survey the city and harbor. A variety of coastal environments is displayed; 
a California kelp forest, a Pacific coral reef, and a rocky Maine coast. 
Children are encouraged to play at the rocky Maine coast where there is a 
tidal pool for climbing, splashing, and handling small shore creatures such 
as crabs and starfish. Descent takes one through a 360 degree view of the 
deepwater domains of sharks and giant rays. Circulation is one - way 
for efficiency, and to establish a progressive educational experience. 
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The facility IS exciting, instructive, yet carefully controlled, and above 
all, displays the interrelationships of species in a complex ecosystem. 
The final educational message comes from the man In the sea exhibit 
which IS meant to provoke visitors to "some kind of consciousness of our 
responsibility to protect the world's ecosystems" 

ACTIVITIES: 
1. Viewing exhibits, graphics 

a. viewing fish (behaviors, etc.) 
b. reading about fish (audio and slides) 

2. Eating (below the gallery) 
3. Gift purchasing 
4. Children's education 

a. climbing 
b. touching shore creatures 
c. splashing 

5. Supporting 
a. guiding (offices) 
b. researching (labs) 
c. cleaning (janitorial) 
d. maintaining (aquarium maintenence) 

6. Relaxing (public open space) 

COST: Unavailable 
SQUARE FOOTAGE: Unavailable 
SOURCES: 

1. Prooressive Architecture. January 1979 p. 83 
2. AIA Journal. Mid-May 1982 p. 82 
3. Architectural Record. May 1982 p. 83 

86 AROmCTURAL RECORD A4JY 1^2 
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CASE STUDY BieLlOGRAPMY 

STREETS AS MALLS - Rudofsky, Bernard - Streets For People. Double 
Day and Co. Publishers, New Yori<, N.Y. 1964. 
Anderson, Stanford - On Streets. MIT Press Publishers, 
Cambridge, Mass. 1978. 

CASE STUDY 1. - Mydal, Jan - The Silk Road. Pantheon Books Publishers 
New York, N.Y. 1979 pages 172-177 and 41-44. 

2 Lattimore, Owen - Inner Asian Frontiers of China 
American Geographical Society New York, N.Y. 1940 
pages 150-176, (Both from the library of Don Hanlon). 

CASE STUDDES 2, - 3. - Redstone, Louis G. The New Downtowns. McGraw-
Hill Publishers, New York, N.Y. 1976. 

CASE STUDflES 4. -10. - Rubenstein, Harvey M. - Central Citv Malls. 
John Wiley Publishers, New Yori<, N.Y. 1973. 

CASE STUDY 11.- Progressive Architecture. January 1979, page 83. 
AIA Journal. Mid-May 1982, page 82. 
Architectural Rennrri, May 1982, page 83. 
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A. A LIST OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ACTlViTDES 

Bo INDIVIIDUAL ACTDViTlES AND DESCRIPTDONS 

C. ACTIVITIES RELATIONSHIP RANKING MATIRBCES 
1. Who 
2. What 
3. When 
4. Where 
5. How 
6. Why 

D. ORGANDZATIONAL CONCEPTS 
1. Circulation patterns 
2. Adaptability 
3. Economy 

E. PSYCHOLOGDCAL ASPECTS 
1. Aesthetics 
2. Boundaries 
3. Perceptions 
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ACTIVITJES ANALYSIS SUMMARY 

Through the analysis of existing activities on the surrounding site, 
(located in the site analysis chapter), I chose to provide activities within 
the site which would: 

1) support the existing activities within the CBD as much as possible. 
2) provide incentive activities to draw people to the site after 5 pm. 
3) attract visitors from other regions to the mall. 
4) support the cultural heritage of the South Plains people. 

The Pioneer Retirement Hotel, Schlotsky's Sandwiches, the Civic 
Center Inn, South Plains College, the Civic Center and the numerous other 
businesses adjacent to the site all contributed towards the selection of 
the activities which I chose to incorporate within the mall complex. The 
organizational concepts help to Illustrate how the existing activity nodes 
helped to generate proposed activities for the mall. The proposed 
activities become more relevant when one views the matrices and the 
catagories of catchment groups: 

The Matrices following the list of Individual activities catagorize the 
various activities In accordance with: 

1) who - will be doing the activities. 
2) what - type of activity will occur. 
3) when - the activity occurs. 
4) where - the activity should occur. 
5) how - the activity will occur. 
6) why - the users will be doing it 

These matrices highlight catchment groups of users and the relative 
Intensity of these groups upon the activity. This helped to generate 
patterns of people doing things, which generated the activity diagrams in 
the psychological and organizational catagories of the activity analysis. 

The activity analysis helped to generate types of shopping which 
should occur, opposed to just providing lease space within the mall and 
letting any type of business locate there. Businesses which locate within 
the future lease spaces should fill In the activities which might be 
missing from the proposed activities list. The future lease activity is 
also an example of my bias towards the biomechanic and ad-hocist 
development of the mall, letting the laws of supply and demand ultimately 
dictate future activity within the mall. 
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A LIST OF PKJWIARY AMD 
SECOMDARY ACTIVITIES 

A. Shopping 
1. browzing 
2. purchasing 
3. inquiry 
4. carrying goods 
5. walking 

Co Sitting 

1. talking 
2. assisting children 
3. viewing 
4. carrying items 

1. viewing 
2. talking 
3. relaxing 
4. playing games 
5. playing in water 
6. waiting for the bus 
7. romancing 

D. Parking th© car 
1. seeking close proximity 
2. looking for destination 

E. Riding th® bus 
1. sitting 
2. viewing 
3. carrying items 

F. Playing 
1. splashing/wading in water 
2. board game playing (chess, checkers, etc.) 
3. children playing on equipment 

1. music playing 
2. dancing 
3. acting 
4. theater viewing 
5. cultural performances (fiesta, folk music, etc.) 
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H. Dining 
1. sitting 
2. viewing 
3. eating 
4. talking 
5. drinking 
6. romancing 
7. excrementing 

0. Displaying 
1. art viewing/displaying 
2. boat and car viewing/displaying 

1. educational viewing 
2. exhibit viewing 
3. walking 
4. photographing 
5. purchasing 
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EMVmOMMEWlTAL REQUJREySNTS OF ACTIVITIES 

SHCPPWG - AT AN OVER-THE-COUNTER RESTAURANT 
This activity should complement the existing Schlotsky's restaurant. 

It IS an activity open to the mall area to facilitate informal lunchtime 
dining for approximately 60 workers within the downtown area Open for 
business from 11am - 7pm the restaurant would serve over-the-counter 
meals, with adjacent spots within the mall for eating. 

WHO - Employees within the downtown area and people at the mail. 
WHAT - Dining informally on sandwiches, salads and soups 
WHEN - Primarily from (12pm - 2pm) and from {5pm - 7pm). 
WHERE - Within the mall area at tables adjacent to the restaurant. 
HOW - Dining primarily in groups of one, two, three and four. 
WHY - Because of close proximity to their workplace. 

4 

CC0KI 

fK-KcK. row* 

ACTivrrii 

LJSA&e taPDt-cm. 

COMP^£,X A M O i 
W^&H HAHO&' 

ACTIVITIES: 
A. Buying Food - Standing in a line(sometimes), viewing the menu, 
purchasing food and seeking food condiments. 
B. Eatino - Taking purchased food and seeking a location to eat it. 
Interests may include: privacy, a clean table and visual stimulus. 
C. Throwing Awav Trash - Taking food containers, paper trash and 
trays to a trash container and throwing the trash away. 
D. Employees Cooking - Taking food items from cold storage and 
preparing on a stove, in a fryer and in an oven. 
E. Employees Serving - Confronting customers, taking money and 
delivering prepared foods to the customer. 
F. Employees Cleaning - Wiping off tables within the mall, mopping 
the floor around the tables and cleaning the cooking area. 
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- FOR SERVICES PROVIDED BY A THEATER 
This activity should complement the existing theater at the Civic 

Center. Incorporated in the mall to attract activity to the downtown area 
after 5pm, and on weekends. Motion picture viewing and live drama should 
be facilitated on a smaller scale than that of the Civic Center. Activity 
accomodation is for 150 theater and 150 live drama viewers. 

WHO - Primarily adults ages (18 - 60), especially ages (18 - 35). 
WHAT - Viewing motion pictures and live drama at 2-3 hour intervals. 
WHEN - Primarily from (4pm - 12am), especially on weekends. 
WHERE - In a space adjacent to the mall (inside as well as outside). 
HOW - Sitting together in groups(2 - 6) with an audience of up to 150. 
WHY - Because of their Interest in live drama and motion pictures. 

f>1iOPl.ei EsUVIh-USr TJi-KET'S) 

BUViJ-U^ 

ptRp^R n I w<sr 

ppcuecrr ioN 

ACTIVITIES: 
A. Buyinq Tickef!̂  - Standing in a line(sometimes), viewing listings, 
purchasing tickets and entering lobby area 
a Bwipq RQfre.shmpnt5 - Standing in a line(sometimes), viewing 
edibles, purchasing refreshments, and carrying items back to show 

S 7 | r S S : ^ ^ ^ F ^ ? ^ « ^"*^""9 *^^^*^^ ̂ '^^ ^"d seeking a p°ace to 
o L i m r S i T t " ' ' ' ' ° " ' " '•"^ ' ' '•" '^^ ^^^- Criteria may involve proximity to the stage or screen and available seats 
D. ElDdioa^^estroom - Finding a location to relieve oneself due to 
the long duration of theater performances 

^ o r S S S ; e ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P - i - e r . 

:e|issaesrSi';^mrr'''-' "̂"'"̂  - -'-' 
a^Tginq Tickets - Confronting customers, taking money and issuing 

H. M ing - Preparing costumes and makeup, dressino rehersinn 
listening for cues, performing comedy and performing draml 
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SHCPPWG. FOR SERVICES PROVIDED BY A DAY CARE 
This activity is available for the children of people who wori< within 

the downtown area. Catering primarily to the Sam - 5pm wori<ers, this 
acivity would reincamate the previously proposed day care activities for 

.S.'̂ uS®"^® '̂ ^̂ *̂ *̂  ®̂̂ ® never facilitated. Activity accomodation is 
for 40 children, maximum. 

WHO - Preschool children ages (2 - 5) years. 
WHAT - Playing, learning, eating, excrementing, and napping. 
WHEN - From Sam - 5pm. 
WHERE - In a space adjacent to the mall area and play equipement. 
HOW - In groups of 2-5 and as a class. 
WHY - Because their parent(s) wort< during the weekdays. 

KIPS 

^^s~r ->X3ULrrS> AWD 

•cot--os|-->r 
ACTIVITIES: 

A. Kids Learning - Visiting the museum, arts and crafts center, 
reading, learning about plants and fish and listening to instructors. 
B. Kids Playing - Playing on the play equipement, in the water, with 
each other, inside, outside and and as a class. 
C. Eating - Eating food brought from home or provided by the day care. 
Eating lunch may be with a parent off for lunch from work. 
D. Napping - Resting after a play session to relieve instructors and 
the children, (usually as a class). 
E. Teaching Children - Two full time instructors assist the children in 
learning. The elderly from the Pioneer Hotel may also enjoy helping. 
F. Supervision of Children - Employees should be able to keep track of 
kids at all times and discipline mis-behaving children. 
G. Using the Restroom - Children using the restroom by themselves, 
and with the help of the instructors. 
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SHIOPPIING - FOR INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT A NEWSTAND 
This activity is available to inform people who seek information. The 

activity caters primarily to persons who work within downtown and to the 
elderly who live at the Pioneer Hotel, due to their everyday need for 
current information. Persons who visit the mall will spontaneously visit 
the activity also. Activity accomodation is for 30 viewers, maximum. 

WHO - Primarily adults ages 18-80 years. 
WHAT - Viewing and Buying periodicals. 
WHEN - At all times, especially (7am-8am) (1 lam-lpm) (5pm-10pm). 
WHERE - At a place adjacent to the mall and easily accessible by foot. 
HOW - Viewing and purchasing is usually done by individuals. 
WHY - Because people are curious about the unknown. 

AOUl_Ta» 
-OW T>*K. ^ O -

ACTIVITIES: 
A. Vigwinq Inforrnqfinn - Browzing amongst available information 
selecting and looking over various periodicals 
a Asking Questinns • Persons who do not find what they are seeking 
ask the employee about its availability 
a^E^iamnaPenodisals - Persons buying the information they have 

D. Taking Mpney - One employee will take money from the customers 
answer vanous questions, and stock the shelves customers, 
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the 

SHCPPNG - FOR GOODS AND SERVICES AVAILABLE AT AN ARTS AND 
CRAFTS SHOP 

.ot. ^^'^ activity should be an 8am - 5pm weekday activity generater 

S p S r ^ '̂n^^L^"."^ ^̂ .̂  y°'"9- '̂  ^^^ '̂̂  a'so attract persons on the 
weekends as well. The facility will generate revenue from the sale of arts 
and crafts goods, and provide rentable workshops for painting and working 
with pottery. Accomodation is for approximately 40 people 

WHO - Pnmarily Children ages(3-5) and the elderiy over 60. 
wuuf M" p''®at'ng artwori< of pottery, sculpture and painting. 
WHEN - (8am - 5pm) weekdays, and weekends (8am - 8pm). 
WHERE - A place adjacent to the mall. 
HOW - In worî shops of (10 - 25 people). 
WHY - Because the young and the elderiy need creativity. 

ACTIVITIES: 
A. Creating Potten/ - Shaping clay, applying glazings and firing the 
clay in a kiln. 
B. Painting - Mixing paints and water, putting canvas or paper on an 
easel, sketching layouts and painting. 
C. Drawing - Drawing nature scenes from the 'oasis' element, drawing 
within the workshops and studying dimensions of objects. 
D. Selling Art Supplies - Over the counter sales of supplies for 
painting, drawing and pottery. 
E. Art Instructing - Employees giving instruction to classes ranging 
from 10-25 people. Class instruction and one-on-one instruction. 
F. Displaying Artwork - Displaying artwork in permanent glass 
displays within the mall and temporary display areas for shows. 
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- FOR GIFTS 
" • ^ ^ a c ^ * IS,; The spontaneous buying o. ge,jell cards. sWed 

animlls^'^^^^^^^^ unPque gifts \^-f^.f^^^^ 
retirement home and visitors to the mall. This activity can be a mâ ^̂ ^̂ ^ 
for the mall and a complement for the museum, f ^^ f^X^ 5̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ 
crafts activities. Accomodation Is for approximately thirty shoppers ana 

^"^ 'wHO^-Iri^^ of persons in the hospital, hospice, and visitors. 
WHAT - Buying nostalgic items for their friends. 
WHEN-Usually 10am-7pm all week long. . . ^u 
WHERE - A place in the mall accessible to the hospital and hospice. 
HOW - Usually sporatically and upon impulse. 
WHY - Because they wish to show their affection for other people. 

ACTIVITIES: 
A. Browzing - Persons looking for the right card or gift which 
please the person(s) for whom they are shopping. 
B. Purchasing Items - People buying items they have chosen -
possibly seeking to have it gift-wrapped. 
C. Displaying Goods - Employees merchandising mementos, cards, 
unique gifts and soveigners. 
D. Gift Wrapping - Wrapping purchased items for customers in a 
selected type of paper and ribbon. 
E. Taking Money - Employees taking money from customers in 
exchange for chosen merchandise. 
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SHCPPiNIG - FOR FLOWERS 
The activity of people buying flowers for other people. A complement 

activity for the 8am - 5pm workers within downtown, the adjacent 
hospice and hospital. Ultimately, the growing of the flowers and plants 
would occur within the 'oasis' setting itself, proving that the downtown 
can really bloom. Accomodation is for 10 customers and two employees. 

WHO - Friends of persons in the hospital, hospice and 8-5 workers. 
WHAT - Buying flowers and plants. 
WHEN - 10am - 7pm all week long. 
WHERE - A place adjacent to the mall, hospital and hospice. 

ice HOW - Usually purchased by an individual. 
WHY - Usually for an occasion or event. Sometimes upon impulse. 

ACTIVITIES: . .. ^ ,̂, 
A. Browzing - people smelling, looking and inquinng about flowers. 
People ordering bouquets, mums and an-angements. 
B. Purchasing - People buying the flowers they have chosen and 
taking the flowers or having them delivered. 
C Arranging - Employees arranging flowers and plants to please the 
customers. Taking flowers from the refridgerated display. 
D. T;^king Money - Employees taking money from the customers in 
exchange for the selected merchandise. . .̂ ,̂  
E. Pruning - Employees pruning flowers and plants within the oasis 
and propagating new plants to sustain the gardens. 
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- FOR ICE CREAM ;ahlurrillI>Ra - r u n luc v^ni-^v. ^^^om An artlvlh/ to 
The activity of people buying and eating f f^^"^ . ,^" ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  

attract the 8am - 5pm worker for lunch, as we ^^^^t'^^Zl! 
A complement for the theater, restaurant and fountain ar̂ ê ^̂ ^ 
Accomodation is for approximately 20 customers, with outside eating 
areas, and two employees. . ^r^^^mam 

WHO - Almost everyone(old and young) enjoys ice cream. 
WHAT - Purchasing and eating Ice cream. ^ 
WHEN - Primarily (12pm-2pm) (5pm-9pm) all week 
WHERE - Adjacent to the theater and restaurant; within the man. 
HOW - Primarily in groups of (2 - 4). Families also. 
WHY - Because everyone deserves a treat now and then. 

ACTIVITIES: 
A. Viewing - People looking for the ice cream they want among the 
many available choices. 
B. Purchasing - People purchase the Ice cream that they want and 
seek a place to eat it. Take home also. 
C. Eating - Seeking a place to eat ice cream. Warm spots are good 
for eating ice cream. Throwing away trash also. 
D. Preparing Ice Cream - Employees preparing various forms of ice 
cream for customers. Sundaes, shakes, splits, etc. 
E. Taking Money - Taking money from customers in exchange for the 
merchandise. 
F. Cleaning - Employees cleaning counters, floors and containers 
during working hours, and after hours. 
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SHCPPiNIG - FOR CLOTHING ITEMS 
A magnet activity for the mall to become a generater of future 

iS^Qtnl^'^ " I ^ " ; ^̂ u"̂ ""̂  ̂ ^ ^ complement to the existing Maeker's 
Shoe Store. An activity which attracts weekend shoppers to the mall. 
Accomodation is for forty people and three employees 

WHO - Primarily women and younger men 
WHAT - Shopping for clothing items. 
WHEN -10am -10pm all week. Especially weekends. 
WHERE - A place within the mall, adjacent to the future lease spaces. 
HOW - Individual browzing among groups of (1 - 4). 
WHY - Because people enjoy having and need new items of clothing. 

ACTIVITIES: 
A. Browzing - People looking through the clothes on the racks and on 
the shelves deciding what will look good on themselves and others. 
B. Tn/ing on Clothes - People trying on selected items to see if the 
items they have selected fit themselves. 
C. Purchasing - People buying the clothing items which they have 
selected. 
D. Taking Money - Employees taking money from the customers in 
exchange for selected merchandise and putting items in a bag. 
E. Waiting on Customers - Employees confronting the customer to 
make sure they are finding what they need. 
F. Securing Store Merchandise - Employees making sure clothing items 
are not being stolen, especially in the fitting rooms. 
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- FOR FORMAL DINING SERVICES SHOPPING- FORFOHMALu .„.oo.r^v.v.^>. accomodate adults 

for the mall. Accomodation is for 250 people and 8 ^ W ^ ^ 
WHO - Primarily adults ages 19-70 who enjoy formal dining. 
WKAT S i S on exotic foods: seafood, steaks and specialty dishes. 
WHEN - Primarily after 5pm all week, especially on ŵ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ 
WHERE - Within the mall, close proximity to a formal garaen. 
HOW in gVoups of (2 - 6), with banquet facilities for larger groups. 
WHY - Because people like to splurge occasionally. 

ACTIVITIES: 
A. Viewing the Menu - Customers are seated, view the menu, order 
cocktails, converse with each other and order selected foods. 
B. Dining - People eating specialty dishes while viewing pleasant 
surroundings, conversing and drinking. 
C. Drinking - People enjoying cocktails before and after dinner at 
their tables, or at the bar. 
D. Cooking - Chefs preparing steaks, seafoods, and specialty dishes in 
a clean cooking environment which may be viewed by customers. 
E. Waiting on Customers - Waiters taking orders from customers, 
serving selected dishes, serving cocktails and taking money. 
F. Seating Customers - Hostesses inquiring how many people in a 
party and seating customers where they wish to sit. 
G. Keeping Books - Managers adding up sales tickets, ordering foods, 
keeping payroll and overseeing business operations. 
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SHOPPUNG - FUTURE LEASE SPACE 
^ To accomodate future biomechanic developement of the mall; thus 

furthering speculative business venture within the downtown setting. 
'̂  Providing lease space of varying sizes anticipating future needs for 

convertability and flexibility. Approximately 500 users and 24 employees. 
Additional land for long range developement will also be secured. 

'̂ WHO - Future users of the mall. 
WHAT - Businesses developed from future speculative venture. 
WHEN - Any combination of hours between 8am - 12am. 

' WHERE - Within the mall area. 
HOW - To be accomodated as needs arise. 
WHY - Because of business attraction of the mall. 

!ef 

les'' 

POSSIBLE FUTURE ACTIVITIES: 
A. Shopping - Clothing, pets, toys, jewelry, coins, stationery, 
foodstuffs, etc. ^ , . , 
B. Services - Tuxedo and gown rental, optometry, travel agencies, etc. 

ii 
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-USINGTHE RESTROOM 
A comfort station where persons using the mall can wash their hands, 

urinate and deficate as they need. To be used by the general public within 
the mall during store hours (8am - 12am). The day care activities and 
formal dining activities will have their own rest room facilities. 
Maximum accomodation is for 10 men and 10 women. 

WHO - All users of the mall. 
WHAT - Using the restroom . 
WHEN - (8am - 12pm), especially from(12pm-2pm) and (6pm-10pm). 
HOW - Primarily individually - sometimes women in small groups. 
WHERE - Within the mall area, adjacent to the theater and restaurant. 
WHY - Because it is a human need. 

ACTIVITIES: 

% w S K ' " " ' ' ' " ' " " ' " = " " " * ="" 5 waterdosets. Women 
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- TO AND FROM SHOPS WITHIN THE MALL 
People walking on durable surfaces in between shopping facilities, 

which includes spaces for sitting, playing, performing and displaying. 
Hadicapped access is also critical because of the intention to cater to the 
elderly. Maintaining walking surfaces for cleanliness is also of 
significant importance. Paving patterns can relieve visual monotony. 
Activity Accomodation is for 350 - 400 walkers. 

WHO - All users of the mall, including handicapped. 
WHAT - Walking or traveling on walking surfaces. 
WHEN - (8am-12am) daily, especially on weekends. 
WHERE - Surfaces between shops, in the gardens and in the fountain. 
HOW - Individually or in groups of 2 - ? 
WHY - To reach destinations or for pleasure. 

2̂: ACTIVITIES: 
A. n;̂ rrving Purcha<̂ ed Items - People toting bags containing 
purchased items while strolling through the mall. 
B. w;̂ !kinn with Children - Adults holding hands with children, or 
pushing strollers with infants. .u u î -
C w^ikinn while Talking - People talking with one another, holding 
hands and enjoying each others' company while walking. 
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WMJKllNKa-TO AND FROM PARKING AREAS „^ u^^i, t „ 
Persons walking to the entry of the mall from ^^^^r^^J%^^^f^'° 

their car again, sometimes carrying P^^-^^^f^^i^^^Scar and their 
1 ,<!i ifliiv do not like to walk long d stances between their car ana ineir 
des£tn"°especiSly when the weather is bad. Activity Accomodation is 

for 100 walkers. . ^ *u^ ^oii 
WHO - People who normally drive cars to the mai. 
WHAT - Walking to and from their cars to the mall entrance. 
WHEN - From 8am-12am all days, especially weekends. 
WHERE - In areas in between to the mall and parking areas. 
HOW - Walking individually and in groups of 2-6. 
WHY - Because they like the convenience of dnving. 

ACTIVITIES: 
A. Carrying Purchased Items - People carrying bags full of clothes, 
shoes, foods, gifts, flowers and arts and crafts supplies to their cars. 
B. People Walkina With Their Kids - People holding hands with a child, 
or pushing a stroller. Walking to the day care especially. 
C. People Walkina to Special Event - People walking to the theater, 
formal dining, arts and crafts center and arts sales etc.. 
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SnmiNIG - OUTDOOR DINING 
Formal outdoor dining activity adjacent to a herb garden and to the 

formal dining facility to attract people to the mall after 5pm. Outdoor 
dining also includes the informal restaurant. Dining activities among the 
botanical gardens are expectisd to be a strong magnet for the mall. 
Accomodation is for approximately 140 people: (100 formal diners and 40 
informal diners). Three employees are to be assigned to the outdoor 
formal dining area when necessary. 

WHO - Adults ages 19 - 70 who enjoy formal outdoor dining. 
WHAT - Dining amongst the outdoor flora. 
WHEN - Primarily on warm, clear summer nights and during lunch. 
WHERE - An elevated spot within the 'oasis' setting. 
HOW - In groups of (2-6) 
WHY - Because of the serene atmosphere. 

f A. Vipwing the Menu - Customers viewing the menu, ordenng 
]\: cocktails, conversing and ordering selected foods. 

B. Dining - People eating specialty dishes while viewing pleasant 
:< surroundings, conversing and drinking. 

C w^itinn on Customers - Waiters taking orders from customers, 
serving selected dishes, serving cocktails and taking money. 
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SnriNG - AT WATER FEATURES w^trhina the 
Approximatety 40 people sitting near a fountain feâ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  the 

water splashing and people playing (especially f^l^'^^^^^ 
place to relax, meet people and coo onese Ion f ^^t ŝ ^̂ ^̂ ^ People 
like to put their feet in the water, but do not like to get their ciotnes wet. 

WHO - People of all ages. 
WHAT - Sittinq while watching others. 
WHEN - From 10am - 10pm primarily in the hot summer months. 
WHERE - Near an outdoor water fountain. 
HOW - Individualty or in small groups. 
WHY - Because water has a pleasant effect when it splashes. 

ACTIVITIES: 
A. Sitting - Relaxing while waiting for other people, conversing with 
other people, watching people and playing board games. 
B. Cooling Off - People putting their feet in the fountain while sitting 
and cooling off as breezes pass over the water. 
C. Playing Board Games - People playing checkers, chess, backgammon 
and other board games, especially the elderiy. 
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, .NG - AT A BUS STOP 

^k 
Broadw v̂̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  ^^^ ^''^^'"9 ^^^ '^^^^^ ^hich stem from 
n n ? m i L nn^ ^^ ^ '^'^"9 "^^9"^^'"" ^«^^oting people, who 
thinrl^^^^^ ^^^^^ '^^"- ^ ' ^ ^^^^^^ 12 and 8 currently pass by 
the proposed site every hour and serve the Texas Tech area. Activity 
accomodation is for 15 - 20 people waiting for the bus 

1^^?-; ^.^^^?"^ ^ ^ ° ^^^°^® not to. or cannot, drive. 
WHAT - Waiting for the bus. 
WHEN - 8am -10pm every day. 
WHERE - Adjacent to the mall, and a bus route. 
HOW - Usualty individually or in groups of 2 - 4. 
WHY - Persons are too old or young to drive, or do not own a car. 

ACTIVITIES: 
A. Sitting - Waiting while talking, reading or viewing the 
surroundings. 
B. Keeping Warm or Cool - Many potential bus riders are intimidated 
by harsh weather elements encountered while waiting for the bus. 
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SmrPG-AT AN OLTTDOOR PERFORMANCE AREA 
Occasionally people perform during fiestas, art exhibits, jazz 

festiva'sandoSr season^ events - usually during the warm months of 
I S year. Peô ^ enjoy sitting and watching these spontaneous events. 
Activity accomodation is for 20 - 60 sitting viewers and 2 -15 
performers. 

WHO - Persons of all ages. 
WHAT - Viewing outdoor performances while sitting. 
WHEN - Warm, clear weekends from 10am -10pm. 
WHERE - Adjacent to an identifyable landmark (fountain etc.) 
HOW - Individually, or in groups of 2 - 6. 
WHY - Because people enjoy performances. 

ACTIVITIES: 
A. Sitting - People talking, eating, smoking and drinking, while 
listening to an outdoor performance. 
B. People Standing - Pedestrians stopping by to inquire about the 
performance. 
C. Performing - Musicians, actors and dancers performing together 
within the mall area. 
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PARMINIG - RECOGNIZING AN ENTRY INTO THE PARKING AREA 
People wishing to park their car and enter into the mall area need to 

easily locate the major entry point into the pari<ing area. Based on two 
persons per car and approximately 1200 -1500 mall users average, the 
activity accomodation is for 650 - 700 people for weekdays and 1200 -
1850 people on weekends. Includes existing business partying on the site. 

WHO - Persons driving vehicles to the mall. 
WHAT - Finding an entry point into the parking area. 
WHEN - 8am -10pm all week, especially on weekends. 
WHERE - At a major street accessible to the mall. 
HOW - Groups of 1 - 6 in an automobile. 
WHY - For traveling convenience. 

ACTIVITIES: 
A nriwmn ^n Aiitomobile - Persons driving while seeking entry into 
the parkirig facilities. May be a car, motorcycle, truck, van. etc.. 
B. r^ncJHprinn Destinations - Everyone wants to get as close as 
possible to their final destination. 
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- PARKING THE CAR 
People in cars seeking a parking place once they are inside the parking 

area. Criteria may involve close proximity to destinations and available 
partying space. Based on 1850 maximum users, expansion of this activity 
should occur on previously secured land when future additions on the mall 
take place. Parking provision is for the 1,200 existing parking places 
currently on the site and for an additional 650 places. Parking at the mall 
is to be used by local businesses during weekdays, as well as shops within 
the mall. Weekend parking is primarily for mall activities. 

WHO - Persons driving to the mall. 
WHAT - Seeking a paking place. 
WHEN - 8am - 10pm all week, especially weekends. 
WHERE - Within the parking facility, adjacent to the mall. 
HOW - Groups of 1 - 6 in an automobile. 
WHY - For traveling convenience. 

ACTIVITIES: 

A Findinq q Parkinq PlarP - Drivers cruising the parking lot looking 
for a parking place close to their destination 

cars'nexuo^ ' ' ' ' ' " ^ . '"^" ̂  P^^ '̂"9 P'^^^' avoiding the 
cars next to them and pulling up as far as possible. 
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- IN THE CHILDREN'S PU\Y AREA 

care f a c i S ' ^ K '^^ "^^" ^^ children within the day 
Sekdavf^nH ^ ^u^'^'^ ^" ' ^^ P '̂̂ iarily from 10am - 5pm 
weekdays and children visiting the mall will use the area 10am - 7pm all 
days of the week especially weekends. Activity accomodS is foTl5 
children visiting the mall and 30 kids from the day care facHity 

ww?T ^i!f^^^^' ^lli'^^^n ^ges (2-5) and mall visitors ages (2-12). 
WHAT - Playing on the play equipment 
WHEN -10am - 8pm all week use. 
yyj^.^,^1' '^ '^^ adjacent to the day care and the mall. 
HOW - Groups of 2 - 40 kids. 
WHY - Children enjoy creative playing 

ACTIVITIES: 
A. Playing in the Sand - Children playing with and sitting in the sand; 
forming things out of the sand. 
B. Climbing - Children climbing on the play equipment. Climbing 
may include stairs, inclines, rope, jungle gym and poles. 
C. Sliding - Children sliding down slides after having climbed the 
stairs. Children need to slide into something soft. 
D. Pretending - Children discovering and playing different games with 
the play equipment and each other. 
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PtAYWG-IN THE WATER FOUNTAIN -̂  tho vA/;.tPr at a fountain-
Children, as well as. young adults playing in ̂ ê wâ ^̂ ^ 

keeping these people in touch with the 'oasis' concept of the South Plains. 
SS^^^^^^^^^ hot summer days and evening-^^^^ water 
proofing is not critical. Occasionalty, someone might fall into the 
fountain. Activity accomodation is for 5 -10 peop^ playing. 

WHO - Children and young adults ages (2 - 25). 
WHAT - Playing in the water at a water fountain. 
WHEN-Primarily hot summer days 10am-8pm. ^.^., 
WHERE - Location adjacent to a water fountain, within the man. 
HOW - Individualty, and in groups of 2 - 3. 
WHY - To cool off and have fun. 

ACTIVITIES: 
A. Putting Toes in the Water - Places for children and young adults to 
sit and put their toes in the water. 
B. Walking in the Water - Shallow spots for people to walk through 
the water in the fountain. 
C. Splashing in the Water - Upon occasion, people will splash each 
other with the water in the fountain. 
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PBRRDRMPG - OLTTDOOR MUSIC 
An outdoor activity for individuals or bands to play music as a part of 

an event, or spontaneously. Active primarily during the warm summer 
months, this acivity would be a strong magnet for the mall. Acivity 
accommodation is for 10 performers and 100 viewers. Available adjacent 
spots for listening would also be utilized by viewers. 

WHO - Musicians and singers of music. 
WHAT - Performing music. 
WHEN - Primarily during summer months on weekends 12pm-8pm. 
WHERE - Outside and adjacent to the mall. 
HOW - Performing in groups of 1-10. 
WHY - Because people enjoy playing and listening to music. 

ACTIVITIES: 
1. Performing - Musicians playing instruments and singing to a live 
audience, outside. ^ . ,. ,. 
2. I ictpninn to Music - Viewers eating, talking, dnnking, smoking 
and dancing while listening to live music. 
3. c t̂.nHinn ;̂ nd Inouirino - People passing by and inquinng about the 
performance and listening to the music. 
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PERFORMING - FIESTAS ^**h^c^..+h 
An activity to promote the Spanish Heritage of the people of the South 

Plains. The promotion is for a "Fiesta Week" with live Spanish music and 
dancing, and an open area with a mercado for the selling and buying of 
fruits, vegetables and Spanish foods in an open marketplace. Activity 
accommodation is for 150 viewers, dancers and performers with adjacent 
space for additional people. A mari<etplace for 100 users within the 
mercado and mall area. 

WHO - Primarity Spanish people of the South Plains. 
WHAT - Dancing, selling, buying and performing. 
WHEN - Primarily in late April and early May. 
WHERE - A mari<etplace adjacent to the mall. 
HOW - Primarity in larger groups of people (6-20). 
WHY - Because Spanish People are proud of their heritage. 

ACTIVITIES: 
1. Dancing/Performing - People expressing their cultural heritage 
through dance, music and festive activities. 
2. Sellino/Buving Goods - People renting booth space within the 
mercado and selling goods in an open marketplace. 
3. Cooking/Eating - People renting booth space within the mercado 
and cooking foods to sell to others. 
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- AQUARIUM 
The aquarium feature activity is a statement of the purity of the 

water within the oasis/botanical feature. The feature is also a primary • 
magnet for attracting people to the mall. Viewing of the fish and 
wateriife may be a complement for other activities besides the botanical 
feature. These may include: Formal dining areas, the West Texas Museum, 
the day care or the walking areas. Activity accommodation is for 20 
viewers at a close range (1 -5 feet). Many people may possibly view the 
feature from afar. 

WHO - Viewers of fish and waterfowl, especially young persons. 
WHAT - Viewing the fish and waterfowl. 
WHEN - From 10am - 8pm all days of the week (especially weekends). 
WHERE - A place within the mall adjacent to complement activities. 
HOW - Primarily in small groups of (1-5) people. 
WHY - Because everyone enjoys viewing nature. 

ACTIVITIES: 
1. Viewing - People viewing fish (possibly through glass), in a pond, 
watching their behavior, color, movements and habitat. 
2 Taking Care of the Fish - People, perhaps the young and old, feeding. 
cleaning the tanks, adding fresh water and stocking the fish tanks. 
3. Water Moving - The water in the aquarium feature needs to be 
filtered, heated and aerated for the needs of the fish. 
4. Pprindir Inspection - Periodically, the tanks need to be inspected 
for leaks and the filters need to be changed. 
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•WEST TEXAS MUSEUM 
The West Texas Museum activity is a manifestation of the heritage of 

the South Plains of West Texas. The museum will focus on Lubbock's early 
beginnings as an oasis. Display direction will be towards: 1. Eariy relics 
and paintings of the Plains Indians in the Yellowhouse Canyon. 2. Early 
Spanish explorers to this region, relics and written/spoken information. 
3. Eariy Anglo settlers to Lubbock, eariy photos, small models and relics of 
this era. The museum will be small and oriented towards the pedestrian. 
Activity accommodation is for 25 viewers. 

WHO - Viewers of the museum, especially visitors to this region. 
WHAT - Viewing, listening and reading about the exhibits. 
WHEN - From 10am - 8pm all week, especially weekends. 
WHERE - A place within the mall adjacent to the pedestrian spaces. 
HOW - Primarily in groups of (1-5) people. 
WHY - Because people are curious about the history of this region. 

ACTIVITIES: 
1. Viewing the Exhibits - People viewing the exhibits (possibly 
through glass), reading and listening to information about Lubbock 
2. getting up Exhibits - Historians and curators of the exhibits 
setting up and maintaining the displays. 
3. Securing-People making sure nothing gets stolen or broken. May 
not necessarily work at the museum. Places to secure excess stuff 
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- OASIS BOTANICAL FEATURE 

thP <tn!^l?pZT^^^^ ^^^^"^^ ^^'^h 's ^ Statement of an oasis for 
the South Plains and of the growing need for ecology within downtown 
areas in our cit.es. A potentially strong magnet for?he mSl and an 
attractor of visitors, as well as, Lubbock residents to downtown Lush 
S r J n m l T ^ ^ ^ f "^? ̂ ^^ '̂̂ ""^^ '^°P ^"d '̂̂ h which complement the 
aquanum feature, cater to the tranquility of the shopper. Activity 
accommodation is for 250 viewing pedestrians. 

WHO - All pedestrian users of the mall. 
x^u^M • ^'®^'ng. smelling and touching flora and fauna. 
x ^ u i o ; ^?"^ ^^^ • ^^^ni all days of the week, especially weekends. 
uyĴ iT, r.'̂  ^^^^®"̂  ̂ ° ̂ ®̂ pedestrian mall, aquarium and flower shop. 
HOW - Pnmarily in groups of (1-15) people. 
WHY - Because everyone enjoys viewing nature. 

ACTIVITIES: 
1. Viewing/Touchino/Smelling Flora and Fauna - Pedestrians enjoying 
the existance of nature within a man-made environment. 
2. Curators Taking Care of the Plants - People, perhaps employees of 
the flower shop, pruning, propagating, watering and fertilizing plants. 
3. Birds and Waterfowl Using the Space - Birds will ultimately use 
this space and possibly waterfowl, complementing the oasis. 
4. Nature Walking - Children at the day care will hopefully be exposed 
to the oasis, and have personal contact in a learning experience. 
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'O- îryy^^-SPECIAL EVENTS ,. r.. . * u 
This activity is for persons living within the South f'^^^^ to have an 

event opportunity to view, buy, sell, display, dance act or to vis tw^ 
others who share a common cause. The area used for this acvity would 
normally be used for walking/pedestrian space, and occasior^ally for these 
sporatic/annual events. These events may include: seasonal sales, outdoor 
displays(cars, arts, baked goods, etc.) and shows(perforrTiances. dances, 
etc); Activity accommodation is for 15 cars or sale booths, a large fiesta 
event or square dance, or an outdoor performance with 250 people viewing. 

WHO - Primarity people of the South Plains of all ages. 
WHAT - Displaying or viewing sales, shows, performances and events. 
WHEN - Primarily summer months and on weekends or holidays. 
WHERE - Within the outdoor pedestrian space of the mall. 
HOW - In groups of (1-100), depending on event type. 
WHY - Because people like to feel apart of a community event. 

ACTIVITIES: 
1. Car Shows - People showing their cars: hot rods, low-riders and 
new car shows. 
2. Seasonal Sidewalk Sales - The merchants within the mall will from 
time-to-time promote their merchandise in a "sidewalk sale". 
3. Buying/Selling - Merchants and customers exchanging goods and 
services over a temporary booth or table. 
4. Performing - People dancing, acting, or discussing a common belief 
in groups of 40-100 people. 
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SITE AMALYSJS 

A. AN INTRODUCTBON TO THE SITE 
A. Locational Map<; 
B. A Panoramic View nf jh^ ^'f^ 

B. SITE BACKGROUND STUDY 
A. Transit 
B. Parking 
C. Topooraphv 
D. Existing Buildings 
E. The Civic Center 
F. Utilities 
G. Natural Factors 
H Building Height 

C. IMAGERY - A WALK DOWN BROADWAY 

D. SITE ASPECTS OF CASE STUDDES 
A. Comparitive Layouts 
B. Project Phasing 

E. EXDSTiNG ACTiVmES 
A. An Overall Map of Actlvitv 
B. Activities Within The CBD 

R CONCEPT ORDERBNG OF ACTiVmES 
A. Concentric Development 
B. Density 
C. Order Within the CBD 
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SITE ANALYSIS SUMPSumTT 

I chose not to locate my site directly on Broadway because I beleive 
that the historical structures along this corridor are currently generating 
positive design development to the east of the CBD and within downtown. 
My biomechanic and ad-hoc thoery bias' encouraged me to let this corridor 
be developed by others as Lubbock matures. Through the imagery analysis 
along Broadway I saw excellent examples of adaptive reuse of older 
structures, as well as, newer structures which were designed to add 
further character to the Broadway corridor. 

The tornado, which devastated the area north of Broadway within the 
CBD, left numerous developmental opportunities for that area. The Civic 
Center is a wonderful addition to the leveled area, but the activity is not 
there to fully utilize the facility. Through a study of the spaces within 
the Civic Center, it appeared that they were too large to support the civic 
activities which occur on a smaller scale. An analysis of the existing 
activities within the CBD revealed the need to supply support activity for 
the multitude of large institutional businesses, with the hopes of drawing 
their activity to the mall. The vast areas of existing parking between the 
dense Broadway area and the Civic Center reduced the rich imagery created 
by the Civic Center and the historical elements along Broadway This 
encouraged me to consider the area as a potential site. The building 
ordinance created along the perimeter of the Civic Center reflected the 
city s concem towards any new development adjacent to the Civic Center 
tho . 1 Jf ^'^^- ̂  *1® P°te"«a' to t^'y become a civic center because of 
h! nLc r ' ' ' ° ' ' " ' *^ °" '® ^'°"®®' Retirement Hotel, and the realization of 

the positive aspects of the proposed day care for the Civic Center (which 

s^rnrt'^'tha'2'i^K''""^'"^ * " y°""9 ^ ^ '̂̂ ^ '̂y together. w S r e g S g ' 
h"l^- l*°J'i® ®"̂  businesses within downtown. The transi study 
highlighted downtown Broadway as being the major trunk for bus routes 

rch"oos«'S;t IS'?- ' ° " ? K ' " ' P *° ""'^ P^^ °̂"« to the m^?who c S (or choose not to dnve. The topography study also revealed that water 
runoff within the CBD runs by the site s G p S g the c S e S ô ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  
indirect water supply to support the oasisSTotS gaSSs L the 
people in Turpan. China so meticulously do. The only stmLrP w L h i =.m 

contrast to my proposal, and its dreary impact upon the area ^ 
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I f J«_ t<^uGJJUf^it^fi^i^OF9.64ACI=^SOFiANDL(XAl^ 
LUBBOCK MEJ\/Ky=llAL CMC CENTER AND TO TT^NOR^ 
WrmiN DOmiTOWN LUBBOCK THE SHE S BOUNDED BY9TH STREET ON ThE 
NOfm-i,MAJNSTfEETONTHESOinh,A\/ENUEVONThEV^ST,AND AVENUE 
KONTHEEAST. TT PRESENTLY CONSISTS PRIMARILY OF PARKING LOTS 
CATERING TO THE HRST NATIONAL BANK AND TO THE CMC CENTER. AND 
THE SANDERS FUNERAL HOME SANDERS FUNERAL HOMES PROPOSED FOR 
RELOCAVON TO AN ADJACENT STTE THE SHE IS SERVED BY HOTELS AND 
MOTELS ALONG THE AVENUE U CORRIDOR, AND WIUL BE HIGHLY VISIBLE BY 
visrroRS TO THE SOUTH PLAINS VIA THE 1-27 THOROUGHFARE 
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VIEW NUMBER FOUR 
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CULTURAL FACTORS 

TRANSIT 

Bus Routes: The following bus route graphics were derived from a 

1984 Citibus route map and schedule. Broadway, especially in the CBD 

area, is a major bus route corridor. All major bus routes stem from this 

major "trunk" of transportation. This network could become a strong 

element in attracting people to this area. 

Bus Shelters/StODs: Lubbock has adopted a bus stop shelter design, 

several of which are located along the Broadway corridor. They are good, 

in that they are an improvement over having no shelter at all, but in my 

opinion they add little variety to parts of the city which are all together 

different. 



TRAFFIC 

Volumn: The traffic flow within the downtown section of 

Lubbock was measured from March 21,1983 through April 29, 1983. The 

following map illustrates the counts which were recorded, in one day 

increments by the Transportation Planning Division. 
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Destinations: Primary destinations, within the downtown area, 

stem primarily from the places of employment there. Exceptions are the 

Civic Center, Broadway Methodist Church, and customers of the banking 

businesses. 

Peak Hours: Peak hours for traffic within the CBD are generally 

from 8a.m. to 5p.m. due to the numerous places of employment there. 

Exceptions occur when activities are sceduled at the Civic Center, the 

Churches, and Courthouse area. 
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TOPOGRAPHY OF THE SJTE 

Based on benchmarks obtained from the manhole elevations on the 
sewer line layout for Lubbock's CBD(see sewer line map page ). 
Stormwater drainage within the CBD runs from west to east along the 
sides of the streets, with a few underground drainage lines near the newer 
Civic Center development. This drainage eventually empties into the 
Mackenzie Park canyon area, 2 miles east of the site. Streets running 
north and south within the CBD, funnel water towards Main and 10th 
streets, adjacent to the proposed site. Water reaching "L" street, diverts 
to Main street and runs down Main towards the canyon area. 

EINITIRAINICES TO BUILDDNGS 
Lubbock's CBD experiences few problems with flooding due to its 

close proximity to the canyon. The primary water problem exists near the 
curbs of the streets where water runs to spots of lower elevation This 
can become troublesome to pedestrians who wish to keep their shoes dry 
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EX3ST3MQ BU1LD3MQS 

INTRODUCTION: After the tornado leveled most of the sectors of 

Lubbock north of the Broadway corridor east of Avenue "0" on May 11.1970, 

the city began the process of rebuilding this area. Among the projects 

resulting from this devastation are the Lubbock Memorial Civic Center, 

West Texas Hospital, Mahon Public Library, and several public and private 

offices and motels. Current goals for the 1980's have been established by 

the Lubbock Chamber of Commerce, along with other interested parties, to 

enhance the quality of life in Lubbock. Among the various goals and 

objectives established, are the following which have direct bearing upon 

my proposal: 

1. GOAL 10.0 - Maximiz© ©fforts to promot© r©vitalizatlcn and 

r^cogniz©, pr©s©rv©, and prot©ct Lubbock's h©ritag© and historic 

r©sourc©s. Objectives under this goal: (10.1) Encourage adaptive reuse 

of existing historic structures. (10.2) Encourage recognition, research, 

and designation of historic buildings. 

2. GOAL 11.0 - Establish Lubbock as a modal city in tsrT:s cf 

quality of land us©, app©aranc©, livability, and positiv© urban 

imag®. Objectives under this goal: (11.1) Initiate public awareness 

programs to educate the public on urban design. (11.2) Ensure that 

ordinances provide light, air, and open space in densely developed 

commercial areas. (11.3) Investigate an appearance code which 

encourages architectural compatibility and continuity at major points. 

(11.4) Develope major activities and facilities that will enhance the 

quality of life for residents and will serve as a drawing card for visitors. 

*Under objective (11 -4) were the following: (1.) Create a fall event 

comparable to the spring arts festival. (2.) Develope seasonal 

landscape color programs. (3.) Develope pocket parts in the central 
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business district area considering the possibility of using street 

closures. 

(11.5) Identify, promote, and publicize a unique, positive "identity" for 

Lubbock. 

3. GOAL 12.0 - Ensur© that land us©s and visual imag© of th© 

corridors into and within th© city r©fl©ct quality land us© 

d©v©lopm©nt and positiv© urban imag©. Objectives under this goal 

include: (12.2) Improve the streescape of Lubbock. (12.3) Extend a 

beautified "Broadway Corridor" from Texas Tech to Quirt Avenue as a 

visual and physical link between east and west Lubbock. (12.4) Ensure high 

visual quality and compatible land uses along the Interstate 27 corridor. 

Among other goals in the catagory of cultural affairs was the 

proposed establishment of "a structure or structures to allow cultural 

groups to centralize their activities, and a headquarters for all these 

groups." The Chamber of Commerce also felt that an outdoor performance 

facility was needed. The Civic Center had been expected to fulfill these 

requirements, but the high costs of operating the center was higher than 

most cultural groups could afford. Scheduling the use of the center also 

produced some conflicts. 
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Em 

It dawned on me that the Spanish were the first civilized settlers 
of this region and that they had adopted many building techniques from the 
local Indians. Many Spanish relics have been found around downtown 
Lubbock, which sparked a feeling within me of someone who has stumbled 
upon an ancient treasure map. I presently work at a local building supply 
store, and it amazed me that one hailstorm could damage so many shingled 
roofs; Spanish tile roofs, on the other hand, sustain very little damage due 
to hail, which gives these roofs a practical application within Lubbock's 
climate. Spain has a climate similar to that of Lubbock's. When looking 
out the 10th story of the Architecture building towards the East, the 
connection between Texas Tech and the downtown area along Broadway 
seemed to exist only in a collage of red-orange Spanish tile roofs which 
stood out among the others structures. 

There is also a unity along this corridor, which is prominent at the early 
development of the Texas Tech campus. The early establishment of a 
Spanish Renaissance style gives strong character to Tech's campus. This 
character is sporadic along Broadway towards the East, but almost 
becomes lost within the CBD, with the exception of the Methodist church. 
A renewed interest in a practical, recognizable character needs to occur in 
the CBD area, which would generate a positive imagery for Lubbock and the 
surrounding South Plains. 

The following pages contain plans and sketches of Broadway from 
Texas Tech University to the CBD area. Strong elements of imagery have 
been extrapolated from Broadway which 1 beleive are character generaters 
for Lubbock. Broadway has been chosen for this study due to Its historical 
and imagery-generating qualities. Broadway currently is used for such 
events as: the carol-of-lights. the Olympic procession, Christmas 
decorations, parade and many other activities. 
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A. Texas Tech's Formal Entrance 
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C. Hong Lou Restaurant 

F. TTie Sporthaus 

B. Hutchison's Bicycles 

D. First Christian Church 

G. Catholic Student Services 
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First Baptist Church 

H. The Odyssey - Ixxjks, tapes and gifts 

J. Regency Galleries 

M. GardsKi's 
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O. Ribble's Flowers/Architects Offices 

P. Randy Wright CPf̂  

Q. Residence (1818 Broadway) 

II//MI I d 

R. New Offices 
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1. A View tast Down Broadway 

2. A View East Down Broadway 

3. A View East Down Broadway \ 
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4. A Glimpse of the Site 
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5. A View East Showing Downtown 

6. A View North Towards the Site 

7. A View North Towards the Site _ ' 

I. CIVIC CENTER INN 

8. A View North Towards the Site 
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9. A View West of Downtown 
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SPACE SUMMARY 

A. ACTIVrTY ACCOMMODATION (maxiimims) 
1. primary usage 
2. secondary activities 
3. gross square footages 

a ASSIGNABLE NET SQUARE FOOTAGES 
FOR ACTIVniES 

1. unit area establishment 
2. (area) X (users) - totals 

C ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS OF 
AcnvmES 

D. GROUPING SIMILAR ACTIVmES 
E UTILIZATION RATES 
F. ADJACENCY FACTORS 
a ACCESS REQUIREMENTS 

1. public 
2. private 
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ACT3V1TY ACCOMMODATION 

Shopping - Includes services, consumables and future facilities. 
gross squar® footag© - 79,567 

1. Informal Restaurant - primarily 8am - 6pm all week use. 
gross square footage - 800 

2. Theater - primarily 5pm - 12am weekend use. 
gross square footage - 9,730 

3. Day Care Center - primarily 7am - 6pm weekday use. 
gross square footage - 3,250 

4. Newstand - primarily 7am - 8pm all week use. 
gross square footage - 2,160 

5. Arts and Crafts - primarily 10am - 7pm all week use. 
gross square footage - 8,131 

6. Gift Shop - primarily 10am - 7pm all week use. 
gross square footage - 3,624 

7. Flower Shop - primarily 10am - 7pm all week use. 
gross square footage - 3,816 

8. Ice Cream Shop - primarily 11 am -10pm all week use. 
gross square footage - 871 

9. Clothing Items Shoos - primarily 10am -10pm all week use. 
gross square footage - 5,785 

10. Formal Dining - primarily after 5pm all week use. 
gross square footage - 7,800 

11. Future Lease Spaces - to accommodate future expansion. 
gross square footages - 33,600 

Walking - Includes all usable walking space between structures. 
gross squar® footag® - 23,326 

1. Comfort Station - primarily 6am -11 pm all week use. 
gross square footage -1,033 

2. Walking To and From Shoos - 8am -12am all week use. 
gross square footage -17,293 

3. Walking To and From Parking - primarily 8am -10pm use. 
gross square footage - 5,000 

Sitting - Outdoor areas in walking space between structures. 
gross squar® footag® - 6,543 

1. Outdoor Dining - primarily 11 am - 9pm all week use. 
gross square footage - 2,600 

2. Water Features - primarily 10am - 8pm all week use. 
gross square footage -1,200 
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3. Bus Stops - primarily 6am -10pm all week use. 
gross square footage - 715 

4. Performance Areas - primarily 10am -10pm weekend use. 
gross square footage - 2,028 

Parking - Area adjacent to the mall for easy access. 
gross squar® footag© = 280,400 

1. Entry Feature - To give identity to the mall elements, 
gross square footage - 600 

2. Parking the Car - primarily 8am -10pm all week use. 
gross square footage - 279,800 

Playing - Areas located in the pedestrian mall space. 
gross squar® footag® - 710 

1. Children's Plav Eouioment - primarily 10am - 8pm all week use. 
gross square footage - 540 

2. Fountain Area - primarily 10am - 8pm all week use. 
gross square footage -170 

P®rforming - Partially enclosed outdoor mall spaces. 
gross squar® footag® - 7,900 

1. Outdoor Music - primarily summer weekends, 
gross square footage - 700 

2. Fiestas - primarily summer weekends, 
gross square footage - 7,200 

Displaying - Indoor/outdoor educational features 
gross squar© footag® - 24,342 

1. Aouarium - primarily 10am - 8pm all week use. 
gross square footage -1,225 

2. West Texas Museum - primarily 10am - 8pm all week use. 
gross square footage - 2,362 

3. Oasis Botanical Feature - outdoor mall complement 
gross square footage -12,755 

4. gpggî l Events - seasonal sales, outdoor displays, auto shows, etc. 
gross square footage - 8,000 
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ASSIGMABLE MET SQUARE FOOTAGE FOR ACTIVITIES 

Shopping 
A. InfQrmal Rg$taMrant - users (60/hour) primarily {11am-2pm} and 

{5pm-7pm} use. 
Cooking - (2 cooks) - 280 sq. ft. 
Serving/Register - (2 servers/cashiers) -112 sq. ft. 
Offices/ Food Storage - (100 sq. ft./300 sq. ft.) - 400 sq. ft. 
total - (632 sq. ft.) -!- (.30) circulation = 822 sq. ft. 

B. Theater - users (300/show) primarily {5pm-12am} weekend use. 
Viewing - (8sq. ft./viewer) x (2 cinemas) = 4,800 sq. ft. 
Projection - (2 users) - 900 sq. ft. 
Rest Rooms - (5male/5female users) - 300 sq. ft. 
Lobby/Snacks - (75 users) -1,200 sq. ft. 
Ticket Sales - (2 users) - 200 sq. ft. 
total - (7400 sq, ft.) + (.25) circulation = 9,250 sq. ft. 

C. Day Care - users (40) primarily {7am-6pm} weekday use. 
Offices/Staff - (3 users/1 OOsq. ft. each) - 300 sq. ft. 
Outdoor Playing - (30 kids/40 sq. ft. each) -1,200 sq. ft. 
Indoor Playing - (40 kids/25 sq. ft. each) -1,000 sq. ft. 
Indoor Educational Area - (40 kids/15sq. ft. each) - 600 sq. ft. 
Two restrooms - (25 sq. ft. each) - 50 sq. ft. 
total - (3150 sq. ft.) + (.25) circulation = 3,937 sq. ft. 

D. Newstand - users (30) primarily {7am-8pm} all week use. 
Register - (1 user) - 60 sq. ft. 
Display Racks - (40 sq. ft./user) -1,200 sq. ft. 
Storage - (1 user) - 240 sq. ft. 
total - (1,500 sq. ft.) + (.20) circulation = 1,800 sq. ft. 

E. Arts and Crafts - users (40) primarily {10am-7pm} all week use. 
Art Supplies - (15 users) -1,500 sq. ft. 
Hobby Supplies - (20 users) - 2,200 sq. ft. 
Glass Counter Space - (5 users) -150 sq. ft. 
Registers - (2 users) -160 sq. ft. 
Workshop Space - (20 periodic users) -1,000 sq. ft. 
Storage - (1 user) - 400 sq. ft. 
total - (5,400 sq. ft.) •&• (.30) circulation = 7,033 st. "I 

F. Gift Shoo - users (30) primarily {10am-7pm} all week use. 
Display Areas - (30 users) - 2,000 sq. ft. 
Register - (1 or 2 users) -100 sq. ft. 
Storage - (1 user) - 400 sq. ft. 
total - (2,500 sq. ft.) ^ (.20) circulation = 3,000 sc. ft. 
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G. Flower Shoo - users (10) primarily {10am-7pm} all week use. 
Refrigerated Display - (1 user) - 60 sq. ft. 
Arranging Tables - (3 users) - 400 sq. ft. 
Register - (1 user) - 50 sq. ft. 
Storage - (2 users) - 600 sq. ft. 
Display - (10 users) -1,600 sq. ft. 
total - (2710 sq. ft.) HH (.20) circulation = 3,252 sq. f l . 

H. Ice Cream Shoo - users (20) primarily {11 am-10pm} all week use. 
Refrigerated Display - (15 users) -160 sq. f t 
Eating Area - (12 users) - 240 sq. ft. 
Register - (2 users) -125 sq. ft. 
Freezer Storage - (1 user) - 50 sq. ft. 
total - (575 sq. ft.) HH (.30) circulation = 747 sq. ft. 

I. Clothing Items Shoos - users (40) primarily {1 Oam-10pm} all week. 
Clothing Display Racks - (35 users) - 3,500 sq. ft. 
Dressing Rooms - (4 users/20sq. ft. each) - 80 sq. ft. 
Register - (2 users) -125 sq. ft. 
Storage - (1 user) - 250 sq. ft. 
total - (3950 sq. ft.) HH (.30) circulation = 5,135 sq. ft. 

J. Formal Dining - users (250) primarily after 5pm all week use. 
Dining - (250 users) - 4,000 sq. fL 
Cooking - (4 users) - 800 sq. ft. 
Register/Hostess - (2 users) -120 sq. ft. 
Bar - (12 users) -150 sq. ft. 
Waiters' Station - (4 users) - 200 sq. ft. 
total - (5270 sq, ft.) ^ (.30) circulation = 6,851 sq. ft. 

K. Future Lease Spaces - users (500) twelve lease spaces. 
Square Footage each - (2,200 sq. ft.) x (12 lease spaces) 
total - 26,400 sq. ft. 

A. Comfort Station - users (350) primarily {8am-11 pm} all week use. 
Toilets/Urinals - (20 users/25sq. ft. each) - 500 sq. ft. 
Lavatories - (6 users/10 sq. ft. each) - 60 sq. ft. 
Janitorial Storage - (1 user) - 25 sq. ft. 
total - (585 sq. ft.) -^ (.35) circulation = 789 sq, ft. 

B. Walking to and From Shops - users (350) {10am-8pm} all. week use. 
Fountains - (10 users) -172 sq. ft. 
Children's Play Area - (30 users) - 621 sq. ft. 
Special Events Display Areas - (250 users) - 6,000 sq. ft. 
Usable Walking Area - (350 users) -10,500 sq. ft. 
total -17,293 sq. ft. 
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C. Walkinq tQ ^nd From parking - users(100){8am-10pm} all week use. 
Sidewalk Area - (100 users/30 sq. ft each) - 3,000 sq ft 
Landscaping - (100 users/20 sq. ft. each) - 2,000 sq ft 
total - 5,000 sq. ft. 

Sitting 

A. Outdoor Dining - users (140) {11am-9pm} all week use. 
Informal Tables for Eating - (40 users) - 480 sq. ft. 
Formal Tables - (100 users) -1500 sq. ft. 
Informal Dining Trash Containers - (40 users) - 20 sq. ft. 
total - (2,000 sq. ft.) <• (.30) circulation = 2,6C0 sq. ft. 

B. Water Feature;^ - users (40) {1 Oam-10pm} all week use. 
Permanent Usable Sitting - (40 users) - 400 sq. ft. 
Area for Temporary Seats - (40 users) - 600 sq. ft. 
total - (1,000 sq. ft.) + (.20) circulation = 1,2C0 sq. ft. 

C. Bus Stops - users (20) {6am-10pm} all week use. 
Sitting within the Bus Stop - (20 users) - 200 sq. ft. 
Viewing Features - (20 users) - 300 sq. ft. 
total - (500 sq. ft.) + (.30) circulation = 650 sq. ft. 

D. Performance Area.q - users (80) {1 Oam-10pm} weekend use. 
Occasional Temporary Sitting - (80 users) - 960 sq. ft. 
Permanent Usable Sitting - (60 users) - 600 sq. ft. 
total - (1,560 sq, ft.) ^ (,30) circulation = 2,028 sq. ft. 

A. Entry Feature - users(700/day) primarily {8am-12am} all week use. 
Entry Element - (700 users) - 200 sq. ft. 
Landscaping - (700 users) - 400 sq. ft. 
total - 600 sq. ft. 

B. Parking the Car - users (1850) primarily {8am-10pm} all week use. 
Original Parking Spaces - (1200 @ 90sq. ft.) -108,000 sq. ft. 
Additional Spaces - (650 @ 90 sq. ft.) - 58,500 sq. ft. 
Car Circulation - (1850 cars @ 50 sq. ft.) - 92,500 sq. ft. 
Pedestrian Circulation - ( 75 users) -1.400 sq. ft. 
total - 260,400 sq. ft. 

Playing 
A. Children's Plav Area - users (30) primarily {10am-8pm} all week. 

Play Equipment - (8 sq. ft./user) - 240 sq. ft. 
Sandbox Area - (10 sq. ft./user) - 300 sq. ft. 
total - 540 sq. ft. 
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B. Fountain Area - users (10) primarily {10am-8pm} in the summer. 
Moving Water - (2 sq. ft./user) - 20 sq. ft. 
Stagnant Water - (5 sq. ft./user) - 50 sq. ft. 
Area to Wade/Splash - (10 sq. ft./user) -100 sq. ft. 

-172 sq. ft. 

P©rforming 
A. Outdoor Music - users (100) primarily summer weekends. 

Stage/Performing Area - (10 users) - 200 sq. ft. 
Stage Backdrop - 500 sq. ft. 

B. Fiestas - users (250) primarily summer weekends. 
Stage/Dancing Area - (150 users) - 3,000 sq. ft. 
Farmers Market Area - (100 users) - 2,500 sq. ft. 
total - (7,500 sq. ft,) ̂  (,20) circulation = 9,000 sq, ft. 

Displaying 
A. Aouarium - users (20) primarily {10am-8pm} all week use. 

Walking/Viewing Fish - (20 users) - 300 sq. ft. 
Fish Tanks - (7 tanks @ 63 sq. ft.) - 441 sq. ft. 
Mechanical - (7 tanks) -100 sq. ft. 
total - 841 sq, ft, 

B. West Texas MN.qpiim - users (25) primarily {10am-8pm} all week. 
Walking/Viewing Displays - (25 users) - 500 sq. ft. 
Exhibit Space - (25 users) - 800 sq. ft. 
Secured Storage Space - (2 users) - 400 sq. ft. 
total -1,700 sq, ft, 

C. Oa$i$BQtanical Feature - users (250), an outdoor mall complement. 
Walking Through the Gardens - (25 users) - 250 sq ft 
Water Pond - (150 users) - 625 sq. ft. 
Plant Area (width and depth) -12,000 sq. ft. (2 to 8 feet deep) 
Maintenance Storage - (2 users) -100 sq. ft 
total -12, 975 sq, ft, 

D. Special Events - users (250), an outdoor mall complement 
Outdoor Seasonal Display Area - (20 cars) - 2,000 sq ft 
Sidewalk Sale Area - (20 merchants) - 6,000 sq ft 
total - 8,000 sq, ft. 
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SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 

i f iJ . ' 

A. Performanoe CrHeria Of Spaces 
1. Primary 
2. Secondary 

B. Spedflc Criteria for Unique Situations 
1. Structure: spans, unusual forces 
2. Enclosure, quality, environment 
3. Mechanical 
4. Electrical 
5. Transportation 
6. Security 

C. Perfbrnnanca Standards 
1. Durability 
2. Expandability 
3. Rexibility 
4. Convertability 
5. Utility consumption 
6. Efficiency 
7. Life cyde costs 

D. Codes and Ordinances 
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SYSTEMS PERFORyAMCE CIRJTEIRIIA SOMMARY 

After reviewing the cost analysis, mechanical systems should be 
utilized which will allow tenants to pay their own utilities. A major 
control room for the mall should also be considered for the monitoring of 
comfort levels within the overall mall space, as well as, the individual 
consumption levels of the lease spaces. The monitoring process is also 
important in regard to the burgler alarm system, paging terminal, fire 
alamris and security monitoring systems. The cost analysis also forced 
the use of more austere building materials (in order to keep the museum, 
aquarium and botanical features, which are expected to be strong magnets 
for attracting visitors and residents of Lubbock), within the mall. Unique 
requirements which re-occur when reviewing the different systems types 
are found within the following spaces; needing special attention during the 
design phase: 

1.) Theater 
2.) Arts and crafts 
3.) Fomrial dining 
4.) Bus stops 
5.) Aquarium 
6.) Museum 
7.) Botanical gardens 
8.) Fast food restaurant 
Mechanical air-conditioning systems should probably be located on 

the roof, allowing the tenant a direct connection with his environment 
regulator, and especially because initial installation costs are lower. 
Unique systems consumption should be assumed to occur within the future 
lease spaces, due to the unpredictable type of businesses which might be 
locating within these spaces. 
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SPECIFJC CRITERIA FOR UNIQUE SITUATIONS 

gtrMCtur^/Enclosure: Based on a life cycle of 40 years, the materials 
used in the shopping mall should be able to withstand the intense wind, 
sun and dust characteristics of Lubbock's climate. Although rain is not 
frequently a problem, shoppers should be able to find refuge from dust, 
wind and rain while shopping. Traditional structures within a hot-arid 
region tend to have massive walls and roofs to delay the impact of solar 
radiation during the summer, and to retain heat during the winter. The 
shelters are usually elongated in an East-West direction to optimize 
exposure to the sun during winter months. Small openings in the doors and 
windows minimize direct transmission of solar radiation. Ventilation is 
usually not critical. Pedestrian mechanical movements systems will 
probably not be used within the mall, but in the event that the mall has a 
second story, escalators can be used in conjunction with stairs. The 
possibility of rooftop loads should be considered in the event that 
air-conditioning is located on the roofs. 

Mechanical: Four types of air-conditioning systems and landlord -
tenant agreements will be considered and presented, with explanations of 
the advantages and disadvantages of each. 

1) Central chillers and boilers - Relies on a landlord and tenant 
situation where the landlord provides the central system and the 
equipment within each lease space is provided by the tenant. Lease 
spaces having odd hours of operations or perishable stock should be 
provided with supplimental or separate cooling capabilities in order 
to avoid running the large chillers at low loads, and providing 
necessary temperatures during seasonal shutdowns of the central 
system. Conditioning of the common areas is provided by the landlord. 
Advantages: reliability, low maintenance and no roof loads. 
Disadvatages: high installation costs, high utility charges to the 
tenant, and possible tenant dissatisfaction with these charges. 

2) Central chillers, boilers, air handlers, air distribution ducts and 
hot water piping - Relies on the landlord providing air-conditioning 
for the common and lease space areas. The extension of piping and 
duct wori< is the responsibility of either the landlord or the tenant -
depending upon the lease agreement. As with the above system, some 
areas may need supplimental or separate cooling capacities. The 
costs of operation are eventually passed on to the tenant. 
Advantages: reliability, minimum maintenace for the tenant, little 
space required with the tenant areas 
Disadvantages: high installation costs, main ductwork requires large 
area, high operational costs to the tenant. 
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3) RooNop mutizone units containing refigeration cycles, gas-fired 
heaters and fans - Units provided by the landlord as required to serve 
all the heating and cooling requirements. One unit usually serves 
several tenant spaces and the landlord should maintain control over 
the entire system including all controls and distribution networks. 
Costs are passed on to the tenant based on the consumptions within 
each zone, or averaged out over the entire mall space. 
Advantages: lower cost than systems 1 and 2, little equipment within 
the tenant space, no maintenence for the tenant. 
Disadvantages: a number of units are required in the 30-40 ton range, 
higher maintenance, high operational costs, roof-mounted (problems). 

4) Lease spaces with their own units - Each space is provided with 
its own heating and cooling equipment The landlord provides heating 
and cooling for the common areas and the tenant provides equipment 
for his space. The equipment may consist of package rooftype units 
or split systems. Split systems consist of either roof-mounted 
condensers with refrigeration compressors and air handlers located 
within the lease spaces, or roof-mounted condensing units (condenser 
and compressor together) which are located on the roof, and the air -
handling unit is located within the lease space. Condensing units 
offer the advantage of allowing the air handling unit to be suspended 
from the roof, rather than taking up valuable floor space. Packaged 
rooftop units offer the advantage of not requiring any space within 
the lease area. Locating refrigeration compressors within the lease 
space offers the advantage of not requiring roof access for 
maintenance. 
Advantages: lower initial cost, tenant assumes all costs for his unit. 
Disadvantages: frequent access to roof for maintenance, greater 
maintenance requirements, possibility of roof leaks. 

ElgQtrigal: A typical electrical system for a shopping center is a 
multi-faceted operational necessity. Lighting, telephone, a fire alarm 
system, a burgler alarm system, environmental air conditioning and paging 
systems are among the various considerations one must keep in mind. 
Additional systems may include a closed-circuit television monitoring 
system, music and environmental monitoring. The aquarium feature will 
require water pumping, heating and aeration. The power distibution 
system utilized should incorporate the load requirements of each unit, the 
number of lease spaces, unique tenant requirements, future loads upon the 
system and additional growth within the shopping center. Costs of the 
landlord's electrical distribution system should be weighed against the 
cost of the tenant being served by the utility companies directly An 
auxilary generator for emergency operations should be employed within 
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the design of the mall. An environmental monitoring system keeps track 
of such things as lights, fans, air conditioners, chillers, temperatures 
within the mall and temperatures outside, and the main service breakers. 
A paging system should also be used throughout the shopping mall in the 
event of an emergency or as a means of notifying customers and employees 
within the mall. 

Fire Protection: Smoke detectors and heat sensors should be installed 
due to the possibility of smoke damage to the mall. Both these elements 
can be tied into an alann system which can set off a sprinkler system in 
the event of a fire. An alamn signal should be heard in all areas within the 
mall. Smoke detectors, heat sensors and fire dampers should also be 
located in the air-conditioning vents so that all the air flow will be shut 
off in the event of a fire. The wet system - A network of water filled 
pipes with sprinkler heads, which is kept under pressure at all times. A 
fire activates the fuse connection in the sprinkler head and spreads the 
water out of the head and onto the fire. Automatic Shutoff - A recent 
developement allows each sprinkler head in the wet system to have its 
own separate thermostat. When a fire is detected the water flow will 
cover the fire, as the heat decreases, the sprinkler head closes. This 
eliminates unnecessary water damage to store merchandise in the event of 
a fire. Dry Standpipe - A piping system which allows the fire department 
to connect hoses on the outside of the mall which will in turn distribute 
water to necessary areas within the mall. 

Plumbing: Plumbing systems are normally provided by the landlord. 
These consist of water, sewer and gas connections to the individual lease 
spaces. Extension of these lines is usually handled by the tenants. Water 
and gas lines are typically supplied to each space with individual 
municipal metering. Landlords may wish to supply the mains and meters if 
this situation is advantageous for him. Consideration of a water softener 
and reducing stations for excessive water pressure lines may also play a 
part in the water supply. Storm sewers are to be provided by the landlord. 
Exhaust systems for toilets, kitchens etc. are to be provided by the 
tenants themselves. Kitchen exhausts are better served by up-blast fans 
which offer easier cleaning. 

Air Changes: The following information concerns the required number 
of air changes for various room types: 

1. Cafeterias/Restaurants - (6-20) 
2. Retail Shops/Stores - (15-20) 
3. Theaters/Kitchens - (15-30) 
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Trash: Trash containers should be located adjacent to the lease 
spaces and easily accessible by truck. Trash containers are typically 
located behind the shops. 

Lighting: Areas with high rates of pedestrian flow should have not 
less than 20 foot candles of light, excluding the light contributed by the 
display windows. The parking area should have a minimum illimination 
level of 1 footcandle, even in the darkest location. Most parking lots 
employ high-intensity discharge lamps, with consideration to lamp color; 
to avoid distorting the appearance of people and colors. Prior to leasing, 
graphic and environmental design criteria should be established so that 
the shopper is easily oriented to all the spaces within the mall. Storefront 
signs may be in the form of individual letters of various materials or may 
be built into another light source. The following information regards the 
required amount of footcandles of illumination for various spaces within 
the mall. 

1. Dining - (easily controlled) 
fast food - 50 
intimate -10 
subdued - 3 
leisure - 30 

2. Theater - (specific placement lighting) 
intermission - 5 
foyer - 5 
entry lobby - 20 
during performance - .1 

3. Restaurants - (easily regulated lighting) 
kitchens - 70 
food display - 50 

4. Stores and Shnp<̂  - (flourescent and incandescent lighting) 
circulation - 30 
store shelves - 50 
merchandising -100 
show cases - 200 
feature displays - 500 
stockrooms - 30 

5. Arts and Crafts Work - (may require some natural light) 
normal work - 50 
prolonged work - 75 

6. Pari<ing - (high intensity lighting) 
self-parking -1 
attendant - 2 
shopping center - 5 (to attract people) 
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SYSTEMS PERFORyAMCE CRflTERJA eJ©UOGRAPHY 

1. Gosling, David and Barry Maitland - Design and Planning of Retail 
Svstems. Billboard Publications Inc.. New York, N.Y. 1977 

2. Redstone, Louis G. - New Dimensions in Shopping Centers and Stor^.f^ 
McGraw - Hill publishers. New York, N.Y. 1973 

3. McKeever, Ross J. - Shopping Centers - Principles and Policies. 
Washington, D.C. 1953 

4. Griffin, Nathaniel M. and Ross J. McKeever - Shopping Center 
Development Handbook. UrtDan Land Institute, Washinhgton, D.C. 1977 

5. Egan, David M. - Concepts in Thermal Comfort. Prentice Hill Inc. 
publishers, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 1975 

6. McGuinness, William J., Stein, Benjamin and John S. Reynolds -
Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings. John Wiley and 
sons publishers. New Yori<, N.Y. 1980 
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COST ANALYSIS 

A. Prices / So. R. 
B. 
C. •.•]^^^»[-: 

a OOMPUTER PROGRAM ANALYSIS 
A. Site Deweteomftnt 
B. Site AoursHion 
C. ConslrucMcMi Cost 
0. MoNable gouioment 

F. ConMnoendes 
• G. Administration 

H. Total Project Budget 

C. NET RBfFABLE LEASE SPACE 
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GROSS SQUARE FOOTAGE COST ANALYSIS 

Shopping 

A. Restaurant - ($86.65/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $65.85/sq ft 
Cooking - 340 sq. fL 
Serving/Register -130 sq. ft. 
Offices/ Food Storage -145 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.30) x (615 sq. ft.) = 185 sq. ft. 
total cost - (800 sq. ft.) x (86.65) = $69,320.00 

B. Theater - ($76.00/sq. ft) x (.76 adjustment) = $57.76/sq. ft. 
Viewing - 5,400 sq. ft. 
Projection-1,100sq.ft. 
Rest Rooms - 400 sq. ft. 
Lobby/Snacks -1,500 sq. ft. 
Ticket Sales - 250 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.25) x (8,650 sq. ft.) = 540 sq. ft. 
total cost - (9,730 sq. ft.) x (57.76) = $562,004.80 

C. Dav Care - ($49.74/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $37.80/sq. ft. 
Offices/Staff - 350 sq. ft. 
Outdoor Playing -1,200 sq. ft. 
Indoor Playing -1,300 sq. ft. 
Indoor Educational Area - 750 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.25) x (2,600 sq. ft.) = 650 sq. ft. 
total cost - (3,250 sq. ft.) x (37.80) = $122,350.00 

D. Newstand - ($45.34/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $34.46/sq. ft. 
Register - 75 sq. ft. 
Display Racks -1,450 sq. ft. 
Storage - 275 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.20) x (1,800 sq. ft.) = 360 sq. ft. 
total cost - (2,160 sq. ft.) x (34.46) = $74,433.60 

E. Arts and Crafts - ($45.58/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $34.64/sq. ft. 
Art Supplies -1,700 sq. ft. 
Hobby Supplies - 2,400 sq. ft. 
Glass Counter Space -175 sq. ft. 
Registers - 180sq. ft. 
Worî shop Space -1,300 sq. ft. 
Storage - 500 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.30) x (6,255 sq. ft.) = 1,876 sq. ft. 

cost - (8,131 sq. ft.) X (34.54) = $281,657.84 
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F. Gift Shop - ($50.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $38.00/sq. ft. 
Display Areas -2,400 sq. ft. 
Register-120 sq.ft. 
Storage - 500 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.20) x (3,020) = 604 sq. ft. 
total cost - (3,624 sq. ft.) x (38.00) = $137,712.00 

G. Flower Shoo - ($52.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $39.52/sq. ft. 
Refrigerated Display - 70 sq. ft. 
Arranging Tables - 450 sq. ft. 
Register - 60 sq. ft. 
Storage - 700 sq. ft. 
Display -1,900 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.20) x (3,180 sq. ft.) = 636 sq. ft. 
total cost - (3,816 sq. ft.) x (39.52) = $150,808.00 

H. Ice Cream Shop - ($57.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $43.32/sq. ft. 
Refrigerated Display -180 sq. ft. 
Eating Area - 280 sq. ft. 
Register-140 sq. ft. 
Freezer Storage - 70 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.30) x (670 sq. ft.) = 201 sq. ft. 
total cost - (871 sq. ft.) x (43.32) = $37,731.72 

I. Clothing Items Shops - ($52.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adj.) = $39.52/sq. ft. 
Clothing Display Racks - 3,900 sq. ft. 
Dressing Rooms -100 sq. ft. 
Register -150 sq. ft. 
Storage - 300 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.30) x (4,450 sq. ft.) = 1,335 sq. ft 
total cost - (5,785 sq, ft.) x (39,52) = $228,623,20 

J. Formal Dining - ($82.50/sq. ft) x (.76 adjustment) = $62.70/ sq. ft. 
Dining - 5,500 sq. f t 
Cooking -1,200 sq. ft. 
Register/Hostess -180 sq. ft. 
Bar - 200 sq. ft. 
Waiters' Station - 250 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.30) x (7,330) = 9,529 sq. ft. 
total cost - (9,529 sq. ft.) x (62.70) = $597,468.30 

K. Future Lease Spaces - ($52.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adj.) = $39.52/ sq. ft. 
Square Footage each - 12 spaces @ 2,800 sq. ft./each 
total cost - (33,600 sq. ft.) x (39.52) = $1,327,872 
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Walking 
A. Comfort Station - ($48.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adj.) = $36.42/sq. ft. 

Toilets/Urinals - 650 sq. ft. 
Lavatories - 80 sq. ft. 
Storage - 35 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.35) x (765 sq. ft.) = 268 sq. ft. 
total cost - (1,033 sq. ft.) x (36.42) = $37,621.86 

B. Walking to and From Shops - ($15/sq. ft.) x (.76 adj.) = $11 -40/sq.ft. 
Fountains-172 sq.ft. 
Children's Play Area - 621 sq. ft. 
Special Events Display Areas - 6,000 sq. ft. 
Usable Walking Area -10,500 sq. ft. 
total cost - (17,293 sq. ft.) x (11.40) = $197,140.20 

C. Walking to and From Parking - ($8/sq. ft.) x (.76 adj.) = $6.08/sq. ft. 
Sidewalk Area - 3,000 sq. ft. 
Landscaping - 2,000 sq. ft. 
total cost - (5,000 sq. ft.) x (6.08) = $30,400.00 

Sitting 
A. Outdoor Dining - ($25.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $19.00/sq. ft. 

Informal Tables for Eating - 480 sq. ft. 
Formal Tables -1,500 sq. ft. 
Informal Dining Trash Containers - 20 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.30) x (2,000 sq. ft.) = 600 sq. ft. 
total cost - (2,600 sq. ft.) x (19.00) = $49,400.00 

B. Water Features - ($18.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $13.68/sq. ft. 
Permanent Usable Sitting - 400 sq. ft. 
Area for Temporary Seats - 600 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.20) x (1,000 sq. ft.) = 200 sq. ft. 
total cost - (1,2C0 sq. ft.) x (13.68) = $16,416.00 

C. Bus Stops - ($25.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $19.00/ sq. ft. 
Sitting within the Bus Stop - 250 sq. ft. 
Viewing Features - 300 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.30) x (550 sq. ft.) = 165 sq. ft. 
total cost - (715 sq. ft.) x (19.00) = $13,585.00 

D. Pprfnrmance Areas - ($25.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adj.) = $19.00/sq. ft. 
Occasional Temporary Sitting - 960 sq. ft. 
Permanent Usable Sitting - 600 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.30) x (1,560 sq. ft.) = 468 sq. ft. 

cost - (2,028 sq. ft.) X (19.00) = $38,532/ 1 w - ^ 
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A. Entrv Feature - ($12.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $9.12/sq. ft. 
Entry Element - 200 sq. ft. 
Landscaping - 400 sq. ft. 
total cost - (600 sq. ft,) x (9,12) = $5,472,00 

B. Parking Garage - ($26.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $19.76/sq. ft. 
Parking spaces -180,000 sq. ft. 
Car Circulation - 98,000 sq. ft. 
Pedestrian Circulation -1,800 sq. ft. 
total cost - (279,800 sq. ft.) x (19.76) = $5,513,040. 

Playing 
A. Children's Plav Area - ($8.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adj.) = $6.08/sq. ft. 

Play Equipment - 240 sq. ft. 
Sandbox Area - 300 sq. ft. 
total cost - (540 sq. ft.) x (6.08) = $3,283,20 

B. Fountain Area - ($28.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $21.28/sq. ft. 
Moving Water - 20 sq. ft. 
Stagnant Water - 50 sq. ft. 
Area to Wade/Splash -100 sq. ft. 
total cost - (170 sq, ft.) x (21.28) = $3,617, 

A. Outdoor Music - ($15.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $11.40/sq. ft. 
Stage/Perfonning Area - 200 sq. ft. 
Stage Backdrop - 500 sq. ft. 
total cost - (700 sq. ft,) x (11,40) = $7,980.00 

B. Fiestas - ($17.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $12.92/sq. ft. 
Stage/Dancing Area - 3,000 sq. ft. 
Farmers Market Area - 3,000 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.20) x (6,000 sq. ft.) = 1,200 sq. ft. 
total cost - (7,200 sq, ft,) x (11,40) = $82,080. 

Displaying 
A. Aqggrigm - ($86.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $65.36/sq. ft. 

Walking/Viewing Fish - 350 sq. ft. 
Fish Tanks -500 sq. ft 
Mechanical- 130sq. fL 
Circulation - (.25) x (980 sq. ft.) = 245 sq. ft. 
total cost - (1,225 sq, ft.) x (65.36) = $80,066. 
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B. West Texas Museum - ($74.03/sq. ft.) x (.76 adj.) = $56.26/sq. ft. 
Walking/Viewing Displays - 560 sq. ft. 
Exhibit Space - 880 sq. ft. 
Secured Space - 450 sq. ft. 
Circulation - (.25) x (1890 sq. ft.) = 472 sq. ft. 
total cost - (2,362 sq. ft.) x (56.26) = $132,886.12 

C. Oasis Botanical Feature - ($10.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adj.) = $7.60/sq. ft. 
Walking Through the Gardens - 250 sq. ft. 
Water Pond - 625 sq. ft. 
Plant Area (width and depth) -12,000 sq. ft. 
Maintenance -130 sq. ft. 
total cost - (12,755 sq. ft.) x (7.60) = $96,938,00 

D. Special Events - ($10.00/sq. ft.) x (.76 adjustment) = $7.60/sq. ft. 
Outdoor Seasonal Display Area - 2,000 sq. ft. 
Sidewalk Sale Area - 6,000 sq. ft. 
total cost - (8,000 sq. ft.) x (7.60) = $60,800.00 

TOTAL eUlLDa^Q BUDGET » $S,S41JSS»44 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM COST ANALYSJS 

Based on a program written by Bob Ritter from a cost analysis method 
developed by William Pena, the following information on site development 
costs was derived based on this criteria: 

1. A moderate efficiency ratio of 65/35 (assigned/unassigned) space. 
2. Conventional character 
3. Excellent quality 
4. A medium amount of fixed equipment 
5. A 3% budget for site preparation 
6. A parking capacity of 1,850 cars 
7. Linear roadways of 100 feet 
8. An 8% budget for walks/terraces 
9. A .75% budget for walls/screens 
10. A 3% budget for on-site utilities 
11. A 2% budget for off-site utilities 
12. A 2% budget for storm drainage 
13. A 10% budget for landscaping 
14. A 1% budget for outdoor lighting 

The proposed site itself contains 420,000 sq. ft. of land or 9.64 acres, 
with a value of $4.00/sq. ft.. 

A. Site Development Costs - $2,393,467.00 
B. Site Aouisition Costs - $2,520,000.00 
C. Construction Costs - $9,514,690.00 (compared to $9,362,271.14 in 

costs which were generated on a cost-per-square-foot basis. 
D. Movable Eouioment - $776,860.00 
E. Fees - (6-8%) - $285,440.00 
F. Contingencies - $951,469.00 
G. Administrative Costs - $95,146.00 

TOTAL FRCyECT iyO©ET: $13,3@S,i1 
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MET RENTABLE LEASE SPACE 

The following information is based on-

o ! ^™P' '^J®^^ ^^^9®* of $13,303,610.00 
2.) 75,000 sq. ft. of leasable space. 
3.) A net income multiplier of 9 

i \ ^I'.^^nT^ ""^ ^^.T"^^ ^^' •" ^^^ South Plains mall). 
R fho fo^o f " " ' ' ^ ' ' ^ l ^ ^ ^or tenants (as in the south plains mall) 
6.) The tenants paying their own utilities. 

A. P^g^Jl̂ bud^^^^^^ Income multiplier = net operating income 

B. Replacement reserves = (.14 x 75,000 so ft) 
$10,500.00 '' 

C. Operating expenses = (2 x 75,000sq. ft) 
$150,000.00 

D. Bad debts = (.03 x $1,638,678.90{A + B + CD 
$49,160.37 

E. Potential gross income (A + B + C + D) 
$1,687,839.30 

F. Rent/sq. ft. needed = ($1,687,839.30/75,000sq. ft ) 
$22.50/sq. f t annual rent 

Back-Door Approach 

A. ($15/sq. ft.) X (75,000 sq.ft.) 
$1,125,000.00 potential gross income 

B. Operating expenses 
$150,000.00 

C. Bad debt 
$49,160.37 

D. Replacement reserves 
$10,500.00 

E. Net operating income (A - B - C - D) 
$915,339.63 

F. Total project budget (net operating Income x net income multiplier) 
$8,238,056.70 

EXPENSES WŜ aOH MEED TO BE CUT: 
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COST AMALYSJS eiBLJOGRAPHY 

1. Dodge Construction Cost Svstems - McGraw - Hill publishers. 
New York, N.Y. 1984 

2. Dodge Manual for Building Construction Pricing and Scheduling -
McGraw - Hill publishers. New York, N.Y. 1984 

3. Dollars and Cents of Shopping Centers - 6th edition. Urban Land 
Institute, Washington, D.C. 1975 

4. Information on: 
1.) Value/sq. ft. on the proposed site 
2.) Annual rent/sq. ft. at the South Plains Mall 
3.) Net income multiplier for Lubbock 
4.) No vacancy at the South Plains Mall 
5.) The tenants paying their own utilities 

Was obtained from a conversation with David Brown from Tommy 
Cantrel Appraisers Co., December 13,1985. 

5. The program from which the site costs, movable equipment, fees, 
contingencies and administrative costs were derived, was obtained 
from a computer program written by Bob Ritter, Texas Tech 
University, 1985. 
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SECTOTTTg^ 

"C-4" COMMERCIAL DISTRICT 

c / 
r̂" 

19.1 PURPOSE 6^ 

-^.trj /I •tr 

C C. 7- Us 
The purpose of this district is to provide for heavy retail and whole

sale commercial uses which serve a city-wide or regional area. Such districts 
should have frontage on regional thoroughfares such as State or Federal nigh-
ways. Because of the heavy commercial nature of the permitted uses, compatibilitv 
with adjacent residential areas should be carefully considered. 

19.2 GENERAL PROVISIONS 

19.2-1 All uses within this district shall be of a retail or wholesale 
sales and/or service type. 

19.2-2 All business shall be conducted entirely within a building. Out
side storage of any type shall be prohibited except as indicated. 
Outside display in conjunction with the on premises sale or rental 
of automobiles, trucks, trailers, boats, fully constructed portable 
buildings, plant material and garden and yard equipment shall be 
permitted, subject to the regulations of this District. 

19.2-3 All warehousing shall be in conjunction with on premise retail 
and/or wholesale sales. All supplemental storage shall be attached 
to or adjacent to the principal building on the site and be subject 
to all requirements pertaining to the principal building. 

19.2-4 No residential use shall be permitted in this district except as 
provided for in the "Specific Use" section of this Ordinance. 

s 

i 
i 
i 

19.2-5 No use shall otherwise be permitted which is or would reasonably 
be injurious to the neighborhood residents or which would interfere 
with the reasonable use and enjoyment of their property by reason 
of the emission of dust, smoke, odor, glare, noise, vibration, trash, 
junk, water spray, or by reason of any condition which would amount 
to a public nuisance at common law. 

19 2-6 When proposed development in this district is adjacent to any 
residentially zone district, on either side or to the rear, even 
if separated by a street or alley, a six (6) foot solid screening 
fence of wood or masonry construction or an equivalent landscape 
screen shall be installed and permanently maintained on the 
development along the adjacent property line. A solid wall of a 
building, when permitted to be located on the property line, shall 
constitute adequate screening. 

19.3 PERMITTED USES 

19.3-1 

19.3-2 

Any use conditionally or unconditionally permitted in the "C-2A", 

"C-2" or "C-3" Districts. 

Agriculture implement and tractor sales and service (totally 

within a building) 

19.3-3 Ambulance service. 



19 
19.3-4 Automobile body shops, outside storage limited to customer 

vehicles only. 1̂  

19.3-5 Automobile brake shop. 15 

19.3-6 Automobile glass shop. 15 
19.3-7 Automobile seat cover and upholstery shop. IS 

19.3-8 Automobile transmission shop. 15 

19.3-9 Automobile and recreational vehicles sales and service (may include is 
body and paint shop, as accessory use.) 

13 
19.3-10 Barber and beauty shop supply dealer. 

13 
19.3-11 Billboards (subject to the provisions of Section 23). 

13 
19.3-12 Boat and boat trailer sales and service. 

19.3-13 Builders supply. All materials must be in a building. 

19.3-14 Bus station. 

19.3-15 Cafe supply dealer, fixtures. 

19.3-16 Candy plant. 

19.3-17 Canvas goods shop, tents and awnings, (no manufacturing) 

19.3-18 Commercial private clubs and teenage clubs. 

19.3-19 Dairy supply dealer. 

19.3-20 Dance hall (no mixed alcoholic beverage sales permitted.) 

19.3-21 Electrical equipment repairs. 

19.3-22 Feed store with no grinding, packaging, or mixing of feed permitted. 

19.3-23 Frozen food lockers. 

19.3-24 Furniture store, used. (All merchandise must be in a building) 

19.3-25 Game room, pool, billard and/or domino parlor. 

19.3-26 Garage, public, repair, (outside storage of customer automobiles 
authorized.) All work and separate parts shall be inside a building. 

19.3-27 Gasoline service station. (Business permitted outside of building 
and outside displays of products permitted within three (3) feet of 
the building.) 

19.3-28 Golf driving range. (Business permitted outside of building) 

19.3-29 Greenhouse and plant nursery. 

IS 

li 

li 

1! 

1 
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19.3-30 Hotel or Motel. 

19.3-31 Hot tamale plant. 

19.3-32 Janitorial or cleaning service. 

19.3-33 Job printing and lithographing. 

19.3-34 Laboratory, chemical, general analysis. 

19.3-35 Laundry, Commercial. 

19.3-36 Linen and towel supply service. 

19.3-37 Lumber yard, with no mill. All materials must be in a building. 

19.3-38 Magazine agency. 

19.3-39 Mobile home sales. 

19.3-40 Monument sales. (Outside display permitted.) 

19.3-41 Motorcycle shop, including sales, rentals, and services. 

19.3-42 Muffler shop. 

19.3-43 Night Club, Bar or Lounge. 

19.3-44 Non-profit training centers with retail sales. 

19.3-45 Pest control service. 

19.3-46 Portable building sales (fully constructed) 

19.3-47 Print shop. 

19.3-48 Produce market. 

19.3-49 Public kennel (totally withing a building). 

19.3-50 Rental store. 

19.3-51 Rental store, heavy equipment and trailers only. 

19.3-52 Rescue mission of the type sponsored by non-profit organizations. 

19.3-53 Restaurants. (Business permitted outside of building.) 

19.3-54 Restaurants, with the sale of alcoholic beverages as an incidental 
use, except that no mixed alcoholic beverage sales shall be made 
or delivered to occupants in motor vehicles. 

19.3-55 Road machinery sales and service (totally within a building) 

19.3-56 Second hand goods store or pawn shop. 
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19.3-57 Second hand or used car sales lot, not including wrecking and jg 
repairing, but including minor tuning. 

19.3-58 Sign shops, limited to window lettering, painted wall signs, 
banners, and desk signs. 

real 

$E5 

loc 
tlu 
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19.3-59 Store fixtures sales, (no manufacturing permitted) 

19.3-60 Swinming pool, commercial or sales. (Business permitted outside 
building.) |jj 

19.3-61 Trailer and truck sales, rental or service. 

19.3-62 Trailer and truck rental utility. 

19.3-63 Upholstery-shop - furniture. 

19.3-64 Veterinary Hospital (totally within a building.) 

19.3-65 Wholesale house, sales office and storage - no cotton storage. 

19.4 CONDITIONAL USES 

None. 

19.5 SPECIFIC USE 

To provide limited flexibility for modern urban design, additional uses 
in this District are provided in the "Specific Use" section of this Ordinance. 

19.6 YARD REQUIREMENTS 

19.6-1 Front Yard. The minimum front yard shall be forty-three (43) feet, 
or no less than the average setback established by the development 
on the adjacent lot or lots. The setback on vacant adjacent lots 
shall be forty-three (43) feet. This section shall not be construed 
so as to permit obstructions of any nature on corner lots within 
the visibility triangle as defined in Section 27.2-6-9-2. 

19.6-2 Rear and Side Yard. There shall be no rear or side yard require
ment, except where the property is adjacent to any "R-l" or "R-2" 
zoned property, even if separated by an alley, the minimum side 
and rear yard shall be five (5) feet for any single story structure, 
and ten (10) feet for any two story structure. On corner lots, 
there shall be a minimum side yard of ten (10) feet adjacent to the 
street. 

19.7 LOT WIDTH. There shall be no minimum lot width. 

19.8 LOT AREA. There shall be no lot area requirements. 

19.9 LOT COVERAGE. There shall be no lot coverage requirements. 

19.10 FLOOR AREA RATIO. There shall be no floor area ratio requirement 
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• 19.11 HEIGHT LIMIT. There shall be no height limit, except when the property is 
adjacent to any "R-l" or "R-2" zoned prooerty, even if separated by a street 
or alley, the maximum height shall be twenty-four (24) feet. Provided, how
ever, that buildings may be erected to any height when the front, side and 
rear yards are increased two (2) additional feet for each foot such buildings 

\ exceed twenty-four (24) feet. 
A 

. 19.12 SEPARATION. Any bar, cocktail lounge, private club, night club or teenage 
club shall be located a minimum of two hundred (£00_) feet from any residentially 
zoned property (this distance shall be measured in a direct line from the near
est wall of the structure in which the use is located to the Residential District 
line.) No bar, lounge, private club, night club, or teenage club shall be 
located within six hundred (600) feet of any established bar, lounge, private 
club, night club, or teenage club. (This distance shall be measured in a 
direct line from front door to front door.) 

19.13 OFF-STREET PARKING 

19.13-1 Off Street Parking - Required. 
2C; 

Iri"; 
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19.13-1-1 "C-2A", "C-2", and "C-3" Uses - these uses shall meet 
the requirements of their respective districts. 

19.13-1-2 Reserved. 

19.13-1-3 The following uses shall, provide one (1) off-street 
parking space for each three hundred (300) square 
feet of gross floor area: 

19.13-1-3-1 Automobile body shop. 

19.13-1-3-2 Automobile and recreational vehicle 
sales and service. 

19.13-1-3-3 Bath and Bunk house. 

19.13-1-3-4 Barber and Beauty supply dealer. 

19.13-1-3-5 Boat and Boat Trailer sales and service 

19.13-1-3-6 Cafe supply dealer - fixtures. 

19.13-1-3-7 Candy plant. 

19.13-1-3-8 Canvas goods shop, tents and awnings. 

19.13-1-3-9 Dairy supply dealer. 

19.13-1-3-10 Electrical supply dealer. 

19.23-1-3-11 Feed store. 
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19.13-1-3-12 Frozen food lockers. 

19.13-1-3-13 Furniture store - used. 

19.13-1-3-14 Hot tamale plant. 

19.13-1-3-15 Janitorial or cleaning service. 

19.13-1-3-16 Laboratory, chemical, general analysis, 

19.13-1-3-17 Laundry, Commercial. 

19.13-1-3-18 Linen and towel supply service. 

19.13-1-3-19 Magazine agency. 

19.13-1-3-20 Mobile home sales. 

19.13-1-3-21 Monument sales. 

19.13-1-3-22 Pest control service. 

19.13-1-3-23 Portable building sales. 

19.13-1-3-24 Public Kennel. 

19.13-1-3-25 Rental store, heavy equipment, and 

trailers only. 

19.13-1-3-26 Rescue mission. 

19.13-1-3-27 Road machinery sales or service. 

19.13-1-3-28 Second hand used car sales lot. 

19.13-1-3-29 Second hand goods store or pawn shop. 

19.13-1-3-30 Sign shops. 

19.13-1-3-31 Store fixture sales. 

19.13-1-3-32 Trailer and Truck rental. 
19.13-1-3-33 Trailer and Truck sales, rental or 

service. 

19.13-1-3-34 Upholstery shop - furniture. 

19.13-1-3-35 Wholesale sales, services, display 
and offices. 

19.13-1-4 Warehousing and/or storage in conjunction with 
wholesale sales and/or services: One (1) space 
for each two thousand (2,000) square feet of gross 
floor area. 
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^^'^^•^•^ ?housand'Jp'm?;^'^'^ " °"^ (^' ''''' ''' ^^'^ '^0 thousand (2,000) square feet of gross display area. 

19.13-1-6 Golf Driving Range - two (2) spaces for each tee box. 

19.13-1-7 Service Station - one (1) space for each two hundred (200) 
square feet of gross floor area. 

19.12-1-8 Restaurants (with outside service) - one (1) space for 
each one hundred (100) square feet of gross floor area. 
This shall be in addition to the area provided for out
side service. 

19.13-1-9 Game room, pool, billard and/or domino parlor - one (1) 
space for each one hundred (100) square feet of gross 
floor area. 

19.13-1-10 Ambulance service - one (1) space for each emergency vehicle 
plus one (1) space for each employee. 

19.13-1-11 Commercial private and/or teenage clubs - one (1) space 
for each fifty (50) square feet of gross floor area. 

19.13-1-12 Night club, bar, lounge or dance hall - one (1) space for 
each fifty (50) square feet of gross floor area. 

19.13-1-13 Hotels and motels - two (2) spaces for each three (3) 
units, plus the required spaces for incidental or acces
sory uses based on the square footage devoted to those 
uses. 

19.13-1-14 Conditional uses - the required number of spaces shall be 
set by the Zoning Board of Adjustment, based on the require
ments for that use or similar type uses in this or other 
districts. 

19.13-1-15 All permitted uses not listed above and having no ware
housing or storage - one (1) space per one hundred and 
seventy-five (175) square feet of gross floor area. 

19.13-2 Off-street Parking - Provisions. 

19.13-2-1 Any lighting of drives or parking areas shall be so designed 
as not to cause any glare on any other residential or 
apartment zoned area in the vicinity. 

19.13-2-2 Plans for the off-street parking areas shall be submitted 
to be checked and approved as to number of spaces, access, 
and ingress and egress by the City Traffic Engineer under 
the terms of this district and the City's driveway regula
tions. 

19.14 LANDSCAPING REQUIREMENTS. 

19 14-1 Five (5) percent of the toal development lot area shall be landscaped 
and permanently maintained. The total required landscaping shall be 
located between the building line and the adjacent streets. 
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19.14-2 The parkway area shall be landscaped and permanently maintained. 
This shall be in addition to any required landscaping. 
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ORDINAN'CE NO. 6462 

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ZONING ORDINANCE NO. 1695 AND THE 
OFFICIAL MAP OF THE CITY OF LUBBOCK SO AS TO ^L\KE THE FOLLCV. ING 

,!CHANGE ON PROPERTY ADJACENT TO THE MEMORIAL CIVIC CENTER- THE 
rW-EST ONE-HALF OF BLOCKS 6, 22, 38, 54, 70 AND 86, ORIGINAL TO V.N; LOTS 
,^1, 2, 3, 4 AND 5, BLOCK 102, ORIGINAL TOWN; THE NORTH ONE-HALF OF 
IIBLOCKS 97, 98, 99, 100 AND 101, ORIGINAL TOWN; THE NORTH ONE-HALF OF 
1 BLOCK 134, OVERTON ADDITION; LOTS 1, 2 AND 3, BLOCK U8, OVERTON 
jlADDITION; THE EAST ONE-HALF OF BLOCKS 106. 109, 113, 114 AND UT, 0\-ER-
TON ADDITION; L O T S , BLOCK 3, ROBERTS AND McWHORTER ADDITION; 

/ L O T S A A N D B , B L O C K 2, GARLAND SUBDIVISION; THE EAST 49. 5 FEET OF 
'' THE NORTH 26. 0 F E E T OF LOT 16, BLOCK 2, GARLAND SUBDIVISION; LOTS 1, 

2, 13, 14, BLAKE'S SUBDIVISION OF BLOCK 1 OF ROBERTS & McWHORTER 
ADDITION; SOUTH 100' OF LOTS 1, 4, 11 and 12, RICHMOND ADDITION; THE 
SOUTH 100' F E E T OF LOT 14, BLOCK 8, WILLIAM TUBES ADDITION; BLOCKS 1 
AND 2, RATLIFF ADDITION; LOTS 1 AND 2, SAFEWAY ADDITION; ALL OF 
: B L 0 C K S 5 AND 6, MERRITT AND WILD ADDITION; ALL OF BLOCK 1, ORIGINAL 
^TOWN, CITY OF LUBBOCK, LUBBOCK COUNTY, TEXAS; CHANGE ALL OF THE 
•ABOVE FROM THEIR PRESENT " R - 3 " , "C-4" , "M-1" OR " : M - 2 " TO "C-4" ZONING 
DISTRICT: SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS; PROVIDING A SAVINGS CLAUSE AND 
.PROVIDING FOR PUBLICATION. 
i 

WHEREAS , the proposed change in zoning d is t r ic t s as hereinafter made has 
ibeen duly p re sen ted to the Zoning and Planning Commission for its recomimendation, 
Which was rece ived by the City Council and, after due consideration, the City 
;Council finds that making the proposed change as hereinafter set out will be m the 
public in te res t ; and, 
1 

j WHEREAS, all conditions precedent requi red by law for a valid amendment to 
the Zoning Ordinance and Map have been fully complied with, as well as giving notici 
\n compliance with Section 20 of Ordinance No. 1695 as well as notices providea by 
lArticle lOllf, Vernon ' s Annotated CivU Statutes, amended in 1961, and notice was 
duly published in the Lubbock Morning Avalanche Journal more than fifteen (15) Jays 
p r i o r to the date of the public hearing before the City CouncU on such proposed 
Amendment, and the public hearing according to said notice was duly held in the City 
Council Room on the second floor of the City Hall, Lubbock, Texas , at which tir..e 
^jersons appeared in support of the proposal ; and, after said hearing, it was by th.' 
;City Council de te rmined that it would be in the public in teres t , due to changed condi-
'tions, that the Zoning Ordinance and the Zoning Map be amended in the n:anner here
inafter se t forth in the body of this Ordinance and this Ordinance having been .ntr -
duced p r i o r to f i r s t reading hereof; NOV\/ THEREFORE: 
I' 
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF LUBBOCK: 
I ' 
! SECTION 1. THAT Ordinance No. 1695 and the Official Zoning Map of the City 

\C)f Lubbock BE and the same a r e hereby amended as foUows: 
\ 

Change the following descr ibed proper ty which is adjacent 
to the Memor ia l Civic Center , from its respect ive :R-3 , 
"C-4" , " M - l " o r "M-2" to a "C-4" Zoning Distr ict , subject 
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) The West one-half of Blocks 6, 22, 38, 54, 70 and 
86, Original Town; 

Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, Block 102, Or ig ina l Town; 

The North one-half of Blocks 97, 98, 99, 100 and 
101, Original Town; 

The North one-half of Block 134, Overton Addition; 

Lots 1, 2 and 3, Block 118, Overton Addition; 

The Eas t one-half of Blocks 106, 109, 113, 114 and 117, 
Overton Addition; 

The South 100' of Lot 3, Block 3, Rober t s and McWhorter 
Addition; 

The South 100' of Lots A and B, Block 2, Gar land 
Subdivision; 

Lots 1,2, 13, 14, Blake ' s Subdivision of Block 1 
of Rober ts & McWhorter Addition; 

South 100' of Lots 1, 4, 11 and 12, Richmond Addition; 

The South 100' of Lot 14, Block 8, Wil l iam Tubbs Addition; 

Blocks 1 and 2, Ratliff Addition 

Lots 1 and 2, Safeway Addition; 

All of Blocks 5 and 6, Merr*itt and Wild Addition; 

All of Block 1, Original Town, City of Lubbock, Lubbock 
County, Texas : 

;SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 

I 1^ P e r m i t t e d Uses : 

Apar tments (1 unit p e r 1000 sq. ft. lot a r ea ) 
Barbe r Shop 
Bar , supper club, night club, cocktail lounge, p r iva te club 
Beauty Shop 
Civic or F r a t e r n a l Organization 
Hotel, mr,tel, motor hotel 

Medical Uses - hospi ta ls , c l inics (except ve te r ina ry ) 
Park ing - of f -s t ree t (Public or pr iva te) 
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1 Profess ional offices 
Restaurants - mixed alcohoUc beverage sales permitted as an 

incidental use 
Retail ** Bakery 

Department stores 
Drug Store 
Florist 
Grocery Stores 
Pharmacies 
Specialty Shops 

Service Stations 
Studios 
Theaters 
Travel Agency & Bureau 

In addition to these permitted uses , the following uses shall be 
permitted on that portion cf the property which fronts onto Fourth 
(4th) Street, and Avenue Q. Said property on 4th Street being 
located on the north side of Fourth (4th) Street between Avenue Q 
and the Santa Fe Railroad Right*=»of'»Way. The property on Avenue 
Q shall be that situated on the West side of Avenue Q between 4th 
Street and 10th Street: 

•Any use unconditionally permitted in the "C-'4" commer-
cial district provided that the business is conducted entirely 
within a building. No outside storage or display of any kind 
shall be permitted. 

2. Yards 
There shall be a minimum building setb ack of ten (10) feet from 
the front property line for non"residential uses . Apartments shall 
maintain the "A"2" yard requirements. 

3, OffeStreet Parking 

USE 

Apartments 

Barber Shop 

Bar, cocktail lounge, night 
club, supper club or private 
club 

Beauty Shop 

Civic and Fraternal 

REQUIREMENT 

11/2 space per 1 bedroom 
2 spaces per 2 or more bedroom 

1 space per 150 sq, ft. 
gross floor area 

1 space per 100 sq, ft. of gross 
floor space 

1 space per 150 sq, ft, of gross f.oor 
area 
1 space per 200 sq. ft. of gross 
floor ->r«? 
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USE REQUIREMENT 

Hotel, Motel and Motor 
Hotel 

Medical Uses - Hospitals 
Clinics 

Profess iona l Offices 

Res tauran t s 

1 space p e r room 

2 pe r bed 
ft. of g r o s s 

- c— 

1 pe r 200 sq. 
floor a r e a 

1 space p e r 200 sq. ft. of 
g r o s s floor a r e a 

1 space p e r 100 sq . ft, of g r o s s 
floor a r e a 

Retai l 

Service Stations 

Studios 

Thea te r s 

1 space p e r 150 sq. ft. of 
g r o s s floor a r e a 

1 pe r s e r v i c e s ta l l and 
1 p e r employee 

1 space pe r 150 sq. ft. of 
g r o s s floor a r e a 

1 space pe r four s e a t s 

T rave l Agency and Bureau 1 space p e r 200 sq. ft. of 
g r o s s floor a r e a . 

Wholesale and al l o ther 

4. Landscaping 

1 space p e r employee plus 
1 space for each company vehicle 

Sixty percent (S0% of the r equ i red ten (10) foot front y a rd shall 
be landscaped and pe rmanen t ly mainta ined for non- re s iden t i a l 
uses and 15% of the total lot a r e a shal l be l andscaped and p e r 
manently maintained for a p a r t m e n t s . 

5. Advert is ing 

A. Sign Content 

All signs shall per ta in to identification of the p r i m a r y use and /o r priinar 
se rv ice provided or p r i m a r y product sold on the p r e m i s e s . Signs shall 
not adver t i se incidental products by brand n a m e s . 

B. Sign Area 

The total a r e a of the sign(s) allowed under this sect ion shal l not exceed 
•3 r" 
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cf sign for each lineal foot of lot frontage. Only the area of one sur^ 
of a double face sign shaU be considered as sign area. ace 

C. Sign Types Permitted 

1. Fasc ia « A sign with letter face parallel to the building facade extendin ̂  
no more than two (2) feet perpendicularly from any facade. 

2. F r e e Standing - One (1) free standing sign is permitted for a develop
ment lot on 4th Street or Avenue Q provided the following conditions are 
met: 

(a) The height shall not exceed Thirty (30) feet, 
(b) No part of such signs may project horizontally 

beyond the property line, 
(c) There shall be a minimum horizontal separation of 

90 feet between every free standing sign on the same 
side of the street . 

3. Canopy « Signs which are attached to a canopy, provided they do 
not project horizontally beyond the canopy or vertically above the 
highest point of the canopy. 

4. Temporary ** Signs which advertise property for sale or lease or 
advertise the opening of a new business . Signs indicating a new business 
shall be removed within thirty (30) days of the opening date, 

5. Public Service - Signs limited to depiction of time, temperature or 
news, provided all other standards of this section are complied with. , 

D. Sign Design 

1« All e lectr ical service lines to signs shall not be visible from the 
exterior of the building. 

2, Hanging, exposed neon without background letters, flashing, roof 
signs or signs painted directly on walls shall be prohibited, 

E . Abandoned Business Signs - All signs and supports relating to an 
abandoned or discontinued business must be removed within thirty (30) 
days from the date of discontinuance, 

F . Non^'Conforming Sign Abatement 

1̂  Non-conforming signs (costing $100 or less) not currently in \-iolation 
of the zoning ordinance, shall be removed or brought into compliance 
within one (1) year of the effective date of this Ordinance, 

!i 2. Non-conforming signs (costing $100 to-$999) not currently in ^-iolation 
of the zoning ordinance, shall be removed or brought into compliance 
within three (3) years of the effective date of this Ordinance . i! 

file:///-iolation
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3. Non-conforming signs (costing $1, 000 to $4, 999) not currently in 
violation of the zoning ordinance, shall be removed or brought into 
compliance within eight (8) years of the effective date of this Ordinance, pa 

4* Non-conforming signs (costing $5, 000 or more) not currently in 
violation of the zoning ordinance, shall be removed or brought into 
compliance within ten (10) years of the effective date of this Ordinance. 

pa 

5. Existing billboards shall be exempt from abatement, but shall be 
allowed to remain in the same number as existing on the effective date 
of this Ordinance. Such billboards will be subject to the regulations 
of the Highway Beautiflcation Act (Section 131 of Title 23, United States 
Code, 1965) and the Texas Highway Beautiflcation Act of 1972 (Act 
6674V«1, V.A. C.S.) 

6. Coverage - Coverage shall not exceed 75% of the gross lot area for 
non-residential uses and 40% of the gross lot a r ea for apartments. 

: 7, Expansion of any non'^conforming use (as defined in Section 18, 
Zoning Ordinance #1695) created by this Ordinance shall be approved 

:; as set forth in Section 19 of Zoning Ordinance #1695. 

' I 

.( SECTION 2. THAT from and after passage and effective date of this 
jOrdinance said lots, t rac t s and parcels of land described in section 1 hereof shal 
i,be changediD the Zoning District indicated and the Official Map is amended in 
'^accordance herewith. 

IT 

U 

Fr 

{] SECTION 3. THAT any person, firm or corporation owning or operatin 
iithe subject property failing to comply with the conditions imposed by Section 1 
hereof shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof, shall be 

!l Isubject to a fine not to exceed TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS and each and every day 
violation thereof shall constitute a separate and distinct offense. 

I; The failure of any corporation owning or operating the subject property 
to comply with any of the conditions imposed by Section 1 hereof shall render 

'the President, Vice-President , General Manager, Local Manager and Local 
.'Agent liable to the penalty prescribed in this section. 
it 

!i SECTION 4. THAT should any section, paragraph, sentence, clause, 
liphrase or word of this Ordinance be declared unconstitutional or invalid for any 
reason, the remainder of this Ordinance shall not be affected thereby* 

SECTION 5. THAT the City Secretary is hereby authorized to cause 
publication of the descriptive caption of this Ordinance as an alternative method 
^provided by law. 
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A N D IT IS SO O R D E R E D , 

Passed by the Council on first reading this 27th day of September , 19 72. 
Passed by the Council on second reading this 22nd day of November , 19 7 2. 

ATTEST: MORRIS W. TURNER, MAYOR 

Lavenia Lowe, City Secretary-Treasiirer 

•APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

iX '•'. 
Fred O. Senter, J r . , C i t y ^ o r n e y 
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Sketches sixteen through twenty-one are of a site plan -hich -as 
developed utilizing scheme two or sketch ten. This site plan develop-^e-' 
and vernacular study all led up to our first prelim, which occured aroun-
February 14, or almost one month into thesis. Photos three four and ' ^ 
show the presentation for this prelim. Photo three shows some site 
planning parameters. Photo four shows the basic site plan along .vith - e 
four elements of the street. Photo five shows shows examples of ^exas 
vernacular architecture with would have a direct bearing on my design. 
This first prelim had several interesting outcomes. I had chosen to color 
code my vehicular entry street blue on my site plan, and professors Ritte^ 
and Cantrell both entertained the idea of introducing this as a water 
element instead! The second outcome was that of expanding my project 
into scheme 1 (sketch 9), thus embracing twelve city blocks instead of six' 
They did like what I had to offer, however, and suggested the use of a 
study model with which to refine the design. The rest of the design phase 
was done primarily with the use of study models. Photo six shows the 
snake like oasis element, existing buildings and an introduced road system 
on the twelve block downtown site model. These configurations do f:ot 
change much except the oasis features become a series of ponds instead of 
a man made river (see sketches twenty-two and twenty-three). This came 
about due to my rejection of the proposed river walk for Lubbock. Photos 
seven and eight show the manipulation of forms placed on various areas of 
a study model to create usable nodal areas of retail space. After major 
problems were resolved in this manner, separate pieces (bounded by areas 
of landscaping and roads) were designed as individuals (see photo nine and 
sketch twenty - four). The whole was manipulated as the pieces came 
together on the site (photo 10). Any changes which deviated from this 
configuration would be done on the final model as it was being built. 
because we had five weeks until presentation! 

The Final Presentation - Photo eleven is of my final site plan, photo 
twelve Is the final model (1" = 30' - 0"). Photo fifteen is a one point 
perspective of the arts and crafts node, and photo sixteen is of a sectional 
model of part of the site. All other pictures are of the model. Other 
drawings used include the prelim drawings and the graphic. A slide 
presentation was also given. The oral part of the presentation was 
organized in this manner: 1) Intoduction of myself and my project. 2) I 
gave a statement of my thesis. 3) Relation of my thesis to a specific 
problem at hand. 4) A description of the design phases involved in my 
response to this problem. 5) A detailed description of the solution its.̂ lf 
and the presentation techniques involved. 
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This phase of my program is a reflection upon the aspects of design 
processes I experienced in thesis design. Documentation will be broken 
down into three parts: 1)Pre-semester activities 2)Actual design 
procedures 3)Final presentation. Although the following sketches, 
photographs and written text can in no way represent the entire design 
process; these elements will hopefully give the reader insight as to the 
types of processes involved in my particular design solution. 

Pre-Semester Activities - Upon professor Ritter's request, we(his 
students) were required to have our lab spaces constructed and a site 
study model completed prior to the first day of class. I began on these 
two weeks before classes. The lab was completed in four days; the model 
(which I intended to use for my final model) took approximately twelve 
days to construct - running a week into class time. The reason the model 
ran into class time was my decision to make a graphic; which was to be a 
pre-thesis excercise in patience and hand/eye coordination. The graphic 
(see photo 1) measures five feet x eight feet and was painted on a bed 
sheet from a slide of a picture from a case study on page 46. The graphic 
took about 5 days to complete. The study model (see photo 2) contains 
surrounding buildings and roads on my site in accordance with the site I 
had chosen in my program. Sketches 9 - 1 2 will reveal my expansion of 
this site, which will be discussed later - this is one of the reasons 1 
eventually 'scrapped' this model in favor of a more workable scale model. 

Actual Design Procedures - As sketch one may reveal and like every 
other student who just completed programming - I drew up some square 
footages from my program; I guess this was a starting point, but for me 
was just a waste of time. Sketch two reveals some of my first attempts 
to put my preconceptions out on the table; but this sketch was really just 
another attempt at laying down square footages. Sketch three, amazingly 
enough, reveals alot of similarities towards my final design. Sketches 
four, five and six were all done quite quickly in the second week into class 
and all seem to show some contribution towards the final product. In the 
later part of the second week, 1 was having some difficulty resolving my 
site selection and I decided to re-evaluate my site. Sketches seven and 
eight show this phase, with the surrounding site zoned into several 
catagories - this later prompted me to develop four different site schemes 
shown in sketches nine, ten, eleven and twelve. Sketch ten shows the site 
configuration I had chosen with my program; but I finally decided to go 
with scheme one (sketch 9); but this occurs later in the design process. 
Sketches thirteen, fourteen and fifteen are from a study of Texas 
vernacular architecture which was to contribute to the understanding of 
the 'oasis idea'. 




